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Chapter 1 
BACKGROUND OF PROBLEM 
College. • • even the word itself conjures up visions. • • • 
To some, this means the party life, the popularity contests, the gate 
to success , careers, jobs, prestige, marriage, sports and the happy-
ever-after land beckoning them to come. The dreams for others are ·as 
varied and prosaic as the dreamers themselves. And fer some, college 
represents �he time for scholarship. - The expectations are many,_ some 
real while others mythical, some· fu.lflll� and others incomple�e, some­
times disappointing if' not tragic for the individual. Hawks (1964) 
pointedly considers student perceptions of the college exper ience a 
He enrolls, probably, with one of two images.of the academic 
institution •. • •  that gathered from the stereotype presented. in · 
the movies and on T.  V. of a "party school 0 attended by ''Betty Co-ed 
·and Joe College , "  or that of a place which is going to be an 
intellectual heaven where he can learn for the pure sake of 
learning, where he will be able to discuss for discussion ' s sake 
and so on. He m� well have enrolled for many different reasons, • • 
because he feels college is a means to an end of a job and security s 
because he feels that it is a good time and way to delay adu1t . 
responsibility for four yea.rsJ because his parents and or his high 
school (sic) eXpect him to gos because he is looking for a mater or 
because everyone else in his group or crowd is going. If these are 
his impressions and reasons , he will be greatly'disconcerted and 
must be helped to acquire · a realistic vieW:point. The stereo'tYPes 
·will crumble quickly·. It will no·t take· long for ••Joe College" to 
find that.the institution no longer allows its student.population 
to party all the time. Likewise, due to the pressure of time, the 
"intellectual heaven" will not be immediately visible. Both groups 
will find that _they may we11 feel haunted by examS , ·paper deadlines, 
reading lists,.course syllabuses and the like. ·The well stocked 
library may never be investigated. or pursued except for. a specific 
assignment. Grades will continue to remain high on the list of 
.,objectives" and the· "pushtt for them is not lessen ed , as many had 
hoped , as the student begins to think of graduate school or obtain­
ing a position in his ·chosen profession. It comes as a rude shock 
to many that the academic f aeulty and staff of the institution 
must promote themselves not only in the classroom, but also;. 
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through their own publications, research, and the like, which may 
well mean less discussion and contact outside the academic class­
room, Too often these necessary items within our academic structure 
seem too powerful to the student, who may well be overco11e by them 
with the result being a withdrawal from his expectancy·a:nd·little 
desire to pursue thought and commitment. (Hawks, 1964, pp. 7-8) 
Berdie and Hood (1965), in summarizing the impact of the college 
experie�ce on the student showed that many, if not most, students attenl 
college, not because they have any marked intellectual drive or specific 
economic or vocational goal but because few suitable al�rnatives are 
. . 
available to them, Keats (1965), in�a provocative book. The Sheepskin 
Psychosis, expressed the view that many young people have little need or 
desire for higher education, but nevertheless have been. sold, or perhaps 
oversold, on the idea of college attendance. Lewis ( 1967) warns students 
and their pa.rents against the proliferation of college p1ace:ment bureaus 
which offer "difficult" students college counseling through the aid of 
sophisticated computer-selection paraphernalia which "guarantee" results 
for a fee. College acceptance is seen as the only goa1. 
Often college selection is not viewed by" the prospective student 
as a totally ratioiia.l. and informed consideration of all.formulated al­
ternatives. Underlining this, Holland· (1959b) concluded from a large 
scale study of finalists from the 1957 National Merit Scholarship pro­
gram, that even high ability students select college with only limited· 
information • . "Students appear to· make·choices in the same·� that 
consumers often, if not usually, buy household goods1 they se1ect 
colleges by means of vague notions which they seldom can doeument mean-
ingfully . '' (Holland, 1959, p. 319) Even when students stat:ed that the7 
knew something about a university, their answers demonstrated they 
., 
actually had little accurate inf�rmation about the university . 
Reviewing approximately 1,000 studies �oncerning the impact of 
college on the students, Feldman and Newcomb (1970) state that the 
selection of a particular undergraduate in�titution is the out�ome of a 
complex interaction of factors which includes the aspirations, abilities 
and personality of the student r the values� goals, and socio-econolllic 
status of his parents; the direction and influence of his friends, 
teachers and other reference persons1 the size, location, tuition costs, 
curricular offerings and other institutional characteristics of various 
colleges; a.nd the image of the college held by students and by those 
whose advice the aspiring student seeks. 
Whatever the actual college selection process en:tails, it is 
quite evident that the young person is led by his entire social environ­
ment to believe that his future fulfillment (success, happiness, use­
fulness to society, etc. ) will depend to a large extent on the number 
of college years completed. If the student is unable to meet this · 
objective, the result is often an unpleasant. if not a shattering, ex� 
perience with life·. 
The reality of our technological society and the predominant 
value struct�es of the middle class a.re such that college has become 
largely a· mandatocy goal. Thus, college adm1nistra.t1ons and overworked 
admissions officials, using a variety of ·admissions techniques and 
criteria, attempt to select students who will be "successful". Success 
often means that the student's grade point average (GPA) will be 
"adequate" and that the student will be sufficiently content with the 
school "environment" to persist, that is, graduate with a degree or 
some certificate of recognition, 
The very real problem faced by admissions committees is to 
identify the factors related to "success" in college. The two most 
successfully an:l rewarding predictors 0£ college success have been 
academic aptitude (as measured by such tests as the College Entrance 
Examination Boa.rd f:Uld the American College Testing program) and high 
school performance, notably high school gn:uie point a�er88e (HGPA) and 
high school rank (HSR). (Bloom and Peters, 19611 F�hman, 1962) 
These predictors are not adequate as Mund� (1970) has aptly 
demonstrated in reviewing several hundred multiple correlatio,n coef -
ficients obtained at colleges and universities throughout the country. 
In comparing American College Testing (ACT) scores and high school 
grades with first yea:r college �ad� point average (GPA), correlation 
coefficients ranged from .29 to .ao. 
Since such factors have accounted for only a part of the 
observed variance in achievement in college, recent emphasis has been 
placed on studies with personality or "non-intellectual" variables, 
(Davis, 1965) The' necessity for developing such measures has been 
expressed by Sanf ord.1 
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For examp.le, as the colleges have more and more students to 
choose from, and as they continue to use selection devices that 
have proved successful in the.past, the range of tcU.ent among those 
entering the colleges will be progressively narrowed. This means 
· that the tests used in selecting for college will beqome increasingly 
ineffective as predictors of doing well, as opposed to doing less 
well, in college . Thus other tests will have to be found for 
distinguishing between those able students who are not such good · 
bets, We may expect that more.attention will be given to personal� 
ity factors other than ability, and to factors in the college.situ­
ation itself, than has been the case in the past. (Sanford, 1962, 
p. 44) 
s. 
In addition to improving selection techniques, the college 
administrators are trying to understand. and define .the multiple factors 
behind student satisfaction, presumably related to student attrition. 
Depending on the effectiveness of the selection criteria, once the 
student enrolls in the college, he becomes a potential drop-out. And 
that drop-out rate remains high, particularly during the freshman year. 
(Chickering, 1969) 
Generally, the rate of attrition is due in large part to 
motivational changes within the individual studen�. A percentage of 
student drop".""°uts is caused by external pressures, such as economic 
difficulties, illness or marriage pl�s. Such causes are responsible 
for changes 1n motivations. However, there is a much larger percentage 
of students who leave a particular college because they found their 
experiences unrewaming or unfulfilling. The logical implication for 
college administrators is that if a student attends a college congruent 
with his needs, desires, and wishes, he will find college to be a more 
satisfying experience and thus, !�crease his chances of being 
"successful" in college. Hawks (1964) has hypothesized that the ex­
pectations held: by incoming freshmen regarding the college �xperience 
are vaxiables influencing success- in· college, · And Parvin· (1960, 1967) 
demonstrated. that satisfac��on a,nd perceived self-environment similarity 
.. are factors that relate to achievement and attrition in college. 
As more s.tudents continue through the entire college experience, 
it becomes increasingly important to know which institutional character­
istics are associated with how much a student learns during his college· 
years. 
Such information is not only of concern to researchers and 
theorists, who are attempting to understand how and to what extent 
college characteristics influence behavior, but additionally, to 
college administrators who require such information for decisions 
concerning the optimum allocation of limited funds and resources among 
competing educational programs and processes·. Many difference� 1.n 
expenditures and resources among colleges have been do.cumented, but 
little is known as to whether those differences are assoc�a�� with 
differential achievement of students; (Astin and Holland, 1962) In 
addition, the recent increase in student population has also been 
accompanied by an ever-increasing.cost to both public and private 
colleg�s. Thus an increasing need exists for evaluating the potential 
payoff, or output, of differential funding policies. 
Much of the present research literature addresses itself to 
the problem of "fit•• between the college student and the college 
environment. This research generally pursues several fields of 
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inquiry. The least formal method is the compilation and publication ot 
. 
descriptive analy�es or vignettes of schools by trained observers for . 
the general public.· ·Matching of student to institution is left to the· 
student anii/o� parents. Objective criteria such as cost; size of 
campus, male-female ratio, average achievement scores; kind of school, 
etc., a.re presented along with several paragraphs about the campus and 
the college environment. Correlational analysis, a more systematic 
method, tries to make associations between student input characteristics 
(attitudes, values, expected achievement performance, sex, age, religion, 
measured. ability, etc.) and university output characteristics (number 
7. 
of Ph.D. aspirants, percentage of faculty doing research, number of 
books in the library, student attrition rate, size of campus, etc·.) More 
formally, specific environmental assessment techniques have been devised 
to measure the perceptions, expectations, behaviors, and the actual 
objective environment of the college. Several instruments are being 
used to study the multi-dimensional interrelationships within the 
college environment. Another method of approach centers on the nature 
of individual student change and stability during matriculation. Often, 
a theoretic_al orientation focusing oh the personality development is 
used to analyze this change and stability. This theoretical orientation 
describes the phenomena with concepts such ass personality growt�, 
natural growth, increase in level of maturity, self-actualization, 
resolution of identity crisis, and stabilization of ego_identity and 
similar phases. (Katz, 19681 Chickering, 19691 Feldman, 1972) 
A brief overview of research evidence demonstrates that the 
present rationale for selective admissions at the college level is not 
supported by the available documented facts. More comprehensive eval­
uation research on the facets of the student-university-environment 
would enable students to make more informed choices among institutions, 
and would pe�it institutions to develop those programs wh±ch are most 
appropriate to the s_tudent$1 educational objectives.  (Astin, 1970) 
DEFINITION OF TERMS 
Certain terms and concepts that are of basic ilaportance to this 
study are defined belows 
College. university, or institution-�Wlll be used interchangeably . 
unless specified. or capitalized, since most of the literature does not 
distinguish one from the other. 
College environment--The nature of the institutional reality, 
its meinbers and structures and practices1 the total college-related 
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experience of the student during the period between the measurement of 
. his expectations and perceptions. Both formal and informal, academic . 
and nonacademic, aspects of college life are included • 
. . 
College Characteristics Index (CCI) --An instrume�� consi�ti� 
of 300 questions yielding mean scores for JO scales and 1� subscales, 
describing the college environment, expected or perceiv�. 
Expectations--Anticipa.tions of the nature of· th� university 
experience, including anticipated institutional reality, the ant�cipated 
student'� own behavior and the anticipated behavior of his peers, 
teachers, administrators and other university personnel. The resulting 
measures of expectations are referred to as E-Scores. 
Perceptions--Awareness and cognitive organization of objects, 
qualities, or relations of the total college environment. The resulting 
measures of perceptions are referred to as P-Scores. 
Absolute difference--Sum total of real score differences or 
.· 
changes between expected environment (expectations) a.nd perce-�ved 
environment (perceptions) for each of the 11 subscales .of the CCI. The 
resulting measures of difference are referred to as .C.Jfoores. 
Incoming freshman--A student entering South Dakota Stat� Uni­
versity during the Fall quarter, 1971, and also registering as a fresh­
man during September 14 and 15, prior to September 16, the first day 
·or classes. 
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 
The general thesis underlying this study is that a student's 
absolute change between expectations and perceptions of a college 
environment is related to his performance and sex. 
Two null hypotheses were generated. The hypotheses as related 
to the methodology and the CCI instrument of the study werea 
1. There are no significant differences in the freshman change 
or C-score on the basis of sex of the student. 
2. There are no significant differences in the freshman change 
or C-score on the basis of grade point average grouping. 
The population was divided into three.groups with male and 
female subdivided within each groups high performers, average performers 
and low perf'ormers. 
The expectations and later perceptions of the South Dakota 
State University environment by the population of freshman ·was measured 
using the CCI with modified instructions, In order to investigate the 
relationships amo� change scores, it was necessary to group the data 
into mean scores for 11 definable factor change scores. 
The objectives were not to identify specific expectations­
perceptions changes as they are related to academic achievement. Instead. 
the extent to which these factors are associated with academic achieve­
ment was determined. 
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 
This study was divided into two types of researchs (1) repli­
cating previous related research with some improved methodological 
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considerations, and, (2) exploratory, through the use of a change score 
to measure the degree of expectation and perception change that had 
occurred in freshman students and a concomitant observation of the 
relationship of this cha�e to the students' academic performance at 
South Dakota State University. 
The change score is a measure that has not been utilized 
in the original and subsequent use of the CCI. However, 1:C research on 
the impact of college experiences on the student is discussed in terms 
of changes <?r differences, 1, e,,. comparing mean scores, standard 
deviations and their statistical derivatives, then change should be 
more exactly defined, For example, the C-score will generate the actual 
absolute number of changes that have occurred using 300 questions of the 
CCI as the entire measure of the student's expectations and perceptions. 
If, 1n a retest experience, one student's responses to 100 questions 
about the university environment changed, it can be reported that 33 1/J 
percent of the student's expectations have changed after one semester. 
STATEMENT OF THE "Ott SCORE 
In researching the changes and stability that have taken place 
in college st�dents as a result of their college experiences, college 
personnel and theorists usually ref er to these changes in �ontinuous 
terms rather than discrete or discontinuous ·terms. Personality changes 
. •  
such as "need for autonomy" or_ "sociability" are discussed and interpre-
ted in terms of an increase or decrea�e in maturity according to the 
direction of change. 
Inferences are drawn about that variable which liken it to an 
ordinal variable. An ordinal variable is a property defined by an 
operation which permits the rank ordering of the members of a group. 
Thus, not only are statements of equality and difference possible, but 
also, statements of greater than or less than, (F'erguson , 1966, pp. 
10-16) 
In applying such a (developmental) theory to educational 
problems, we can proceed in two ways . One is to focus on some 
aspect of the individual, and to ask what condit�ons and processes 
favor--or hamper--his development, The other is to examine dif­
ferent features of the college environment--the curriculum, the 
methods of teaching, organization of teacher-student relations, 
living arrang.ements, extracurricular activities, activities of 
administrative officers--and ask with respect to �ach , what 
contributes and how might it contribute more to individual 
development. (Sanford, 1968, p. 864) 
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With both procedures environmental differences among and within_ 
colleges become analytically mportant insofar as they impinge on person-
ality change and stability , But a measure of effect or change requires 
that it be discussed in more definable and exacting terms than sa_.meness 
or difference, It becomes necessary to use concepts such as amount or 
degree of change, and amount or degree of effect. 
Student variables or institutional variables under observation 
become identified as interval variables. An interval variable is a 
property defined by an operation which permits the making of statements 
of equality of intervals in addition to statements of sameness or 
difference·, or statements of greater than or less than. (Ferguson, 1966, 
pp. 10-16) In a statistical sense, an o:rdinal variable may be described. 
as a qualitative variable and an interval variable as a quantitative one. 
Change and stability can be observed in quantitative terms, i .  e,, amount 
12 
or degree, The absolute change score or C-score is an approximation of 
this type of variable, It is a more precise measure·of effect and change, 
DESIGN OF THE STUDY 
Expectations were measured by administering the CCI (Stern, 1969) 
to a sample of the population of incoming South Dakota State University 
freshmen students, The instrument was administered d�ing the Fall regis­
tration prior to the beginning of classes, Perceptio·ns were measured by 
read.ministering the CCI during the Spring semester, 1972, Responses to 
individual items were grouped into 11 factors, Each student was placed·_· 
according to his grade point average after the Fall semester,  into one of 
three groupsa high performers, average performers and low performers, 
Group mean responses as measured by change scores were related to ·grade 
point average.performance for male and female freshmen students, 
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
The scope of this research is necessarily limi.ted. Following 
are the limitations which should be recognized1 
(1) The population observed in this case involved freshmen 
students at South Dakota State University. The university senices 
primarily the midwestern geographical region with approximately 90 
percent of the stu:ients South Dakota residents, The fi.ndings involved in 
this research therefore are pertinent only to this particular-group of 
students at this particular institution. 
(2) The investigation effort is limited to an exploration 
of the relationship between change scores and freshmen sex and GPA 
performance. Relationships with other factors and combinations of 
factors (suoh as high school grades and/or class rank and achievement 
test scores) and analyses over longer periods of performance in college 
do appear to be possible
.
avenues for further research, but are not the 
subject of this study. 
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Chapter 2 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
The review of the literature is divided into three sections, 
First, a brief review of the psychological theories relevant to the 
construct of expectation is presented. The second section surveys the 
environment assessment instruments developed to meas� the environment 
and impact of a university, The final section reviews the literature 
related to intellective and non1ntellective factors of academic achieve­
ment in college. 
THEORIES RELEVANT TO THE CONSTRUCT 
OF EXPECTATIONS 
Aspects of many psychological theories are relevant to 
conceptualizations of this study of college student expectations. In 
an effort to review some of the major theoretical constructs dealing 
with expectations, an eclectic survey of the literature was made, Onl.y 
those aspects of t'heories which were most relevant to expectancy have 
been described •. 
The hypothesis of a relationship between a freshman's expecta-­
tions, perceptions and subsequent changes over a period of time t·o his 
.academic achievement in college is based upon a more general hypothe
_
sis. 
i,e., that a person's expectations are related to his behavior and to 
his subsequent perceptions. 
Henry Murray's (1938) study of need-press theory provided an 
integrated conception of person-environmental determinants of behavior 
and served as a theoretical basis for the construction of several 
environment assessment instruments. His formulations and categori­
zations of need· consider the anticipations of future ( 1.e., the 
expectancy) as an arousal of action. George Kelly 's (1955) emphasis 
on cognitive formulation of anticipatory constructs relates well to a 
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consideration of college expectancy in the incoming freshman. Cognitive 
dissonance theories and learning theories give particular emphasis to 
the concept of expectancy as a "core" motivational force in personality. 
Hen:ry Murrgy--Personologr 
Most American personality theorists have recognized that the 
whole organism is better understood through an integrated conceptu­
alization whereby the individual and environment are considered the 
precipitating factors of behavior and emotion. Henry MUZTa31"'s per­
sonology (19J8) has been particuiarly important in describing-this 
interaction. His taxonomy of need and press has generated volumes of 
research in several sciences of human behavior . Also he has generated 
theoretical foundations that have evolved into environment assessment . 
scales. 
Murray's concern was with the individual as a whole organism. 
He believed. that the individual is better understood by observing the 
nature of his existence within his environment along with a considera-
tion of his past history. The history of the organism is that organism, 
and this history is characterized by alternative states of activity and 
. rest . The organism is engaged in an h in:fini tely complex series of 
temporally selected. activities from birth until death." (Murray, 19J8, 
p.  39) Internal factors such as needs, drives and propensities promote 
that activity in the individual, But his behavior must be unierstood 
in the context of the environmental situations or condi.tions, The 
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stimulus situation is that part of the environment to which the individ-
ual attends and reacts in a consistent and directed manner, 
Stimulus situations, classified. according to the kit¥l of 
facilitating or obstructing effects that they can exert , are terdencies 
and potencies in the environment referred to as "press•. Gratification 
or lack of gratif 1cation is a response-mediating force. where the organ-
ism reacts to a stimulus s ituation as a patterned, meaningful, whole 
organism, and in a directional, developmental, surviva1istically pur-
poseful manner, In the ultimate sense, press refers to the phenom-
enological world of the individual, i,e., the unique and inevitable 
private view each person has of the events in which he takes part. The 
press is defined asa 
• , • directional tendency in an object or a situation. , • • 
Each press has a qualitative aspect--the kind of effect which it 
has or might have on the subject--as well as the quant itative 
aspect, since it's a power for harming.or benefiting, varies 
widely , , • • The process in the subject which recognized what is 
being done to him at the moment (that says "this :is good") may be 
conveniently termed pressive perception. The process is definitely 
egocentric and gives rise to some sort of adaptive behavior.  
(Murray� 1938, p. 130) · · · 
Murray made a very important distinction in defining press, 
. "Alpha" press is the press that actually exists as far as s cientific 
inquiry can determine , It is the judgments of disinterested, trained 
observers. "Beta" press is the subject's own apperceptions, his own 
interpretations of the phenomena he perceives ,  When there i s  a wide 
divergence between alpha press and beta press, M� considers this 
delusion. 
The gratif'ications or non-gratifications (frustration) of a 
need may be decisive in determining the direction of the behavior and 
the development of that organism. Personality is viewed as both 
consistent and changing. It is marked by rhythms of assim1lation, 
differentialism, and integration. 
1? 
The dynamics of Murray's personology are primarily likened to a 
motivational psychology. " • • •  The most important thing to discover 
about an individual. • • is the directionality of his activities, 
whether mental, physical or verbal." (Murray, 1951, p. 276) Murray 's 
representation of directionality as a motivational proce�s has led to 
the most complex and carefully delineated system of motivational 
constructs in contemporary psychology. (Hall and Lindzey, 1957, p. 171) 
Mur.ray viewed all behavior as motivated. The needs of the 
individual supply the stimulus and activate a drive which results in 
behavior. Need satisfaction results in tension reduction. Murray 
postulated that the organism has an innate need to create tensions 
which it can then reduce, with a resultant satisfaction. Needs refer 
to organizational tendencies which give unity and direction to a 
person's behavior. There exist two types of needs a prima:ey' or 
biologically induced (viscerogenic) and secondary or learned (psycho­
genic). Other distinctions are also mad.ea proactive versus reactive, 
focal versus diffuse, and process versus modal . 
The organism schedules behavior in a hierarchical order, first 
satisfying prepotent (compelling) needs. MurJ:'Cey' postulated different 
categories of needs• 
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(a) needs pertaining to ambitions, power and prestigea such as 
the need for achievement 
(b) needs pertaining to actions associated rlth animate 
objects; such as the need for others 
(c) needs in service of defense of status and humiliation-
avoidances termed the need for infavoidance 
(d) needs related to human power exerted, resisted or yielded 
tos such as dominance or autonomy 
(e) sado-masochistic needs of aggression and abasement 
(f) needs related to affection between people; such as 
a.ff lliation, rejection, and possibly play 
(g) complementary needs of cognizance and exposition 
Af�er considerable modification and elaboration, M� constructed a 
list of some 30 classified needs. 
Specifically, a need is defined asa 
• • • a construct which stands for a force in the brain region, 
a force which organizes perception, apperception, �ntellection, 
conation and action in such a way as to transform 1n ·a certain 
direction an existing, unsatisfying situation. A need is sometimes 
provoked. by iwternal processes, but more frequently by the occur­
rences of one of a few commonly effective press (or by anticipatory 
images of such press) • • • •  (This) leads the organism to search for 
or avoid encountering, or when encountered, to attend and respond to 
certain kinds of press. • • • Each need is characteristically 
accompanied by a particular feeling or emotion • • •  (which) gives 
rise to a certain course of overt. behavior • • •  (which) brings. 
about an end situation which stills the organism. 
(Murray, 1938, p. 124) 
The personal integration of need and press is termed the 
"thema." which is the single related. pattern of need and press. The 
thema is derived from infantile experiences and gives meaning to the 
largest part of the individual's behavior. The situations that 
facilitate a particular need state can be represented in a molar 
fashiQn by means of this concept . 
Murray 's  formulations of need and press provided for an 
integrated. conception of the personal and environmental determinants 
of behavior. This is accented by the following quotations from Murray 
regarding his conception of "expectancy" in human motivations s 
Man is a "time-binding" organism 1 which is a way of saying, 
that ; by conserving some of the past and anticipating some of the 
future , a human being can , to a significant degree , make his 
behavior accord with events that have happened as well as those 
that are to come . Man is not a mere creature of the moment ,  at 
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the beck and call of any stimulus or drive . What he does is related 
not only to the settled past , but also to shadowy preconceptions of 
what lies ahead , Years in advance he makes preparations to observe 
an eclipse of the sun from a distant island in the South Pacific 
and ' lo ., when the moment comes he is there to record the event . 
�ith the same confidence another man prepares to meet his god . Man 
lives in an inner world of expected press (pessimistic or optimistic) 
and the psychologist must take cognizance of them if he wishes to 
understand his conduct or his moods , his buoyancies , disappointments, 
resignations . Time-binding makes for continuity of purpose. 
(Murray, 1938, p .  49) · 
Furthermore, 
A need is clearly an emergence from the immediate past. or 
as Schopenhauer would have it , a "push from the rear" rather than . 
a "pull from the future . "  The environment may , of course _, be 
· 
effective in arousing this "push" ,  and to consciousness the field 
that lies  before its vision or the imagery which seems . to anticipate 
such a field commonly appears in the guise of a pull, positive 
incentive , or attraction , We should say that the notion of an 
attracting or repelling object (press) is a necessary complement to 
the need ·concept ; also that some reference to a possible future is 
an intrinsic determinant of the moment . But the future does not 
exist , There is merely the . present situation with a field extending · 
before the subject either as meaningful , patteJ;ned percepts. or 
meaningful , patterned images .  The laying out of images "ahead of 
time" expresses the aspect of human experience which i·s designated 
by the words ''anticipation, " "expectation, " and 14hope . "  
(Murray, 1938 , p .  68) 
And finally, 
Instead of saying that all behavior is a search for pleasure, 
it seems better to say that all behavior is the riddance (or 
avoidance) of painful tension, encouraged perhaps by .Pleasure-
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evoking images of expected goals. (Murr83', 1 9J8 , p.  93) 
George Kelly--Constructive Alternativism 
A theory which provides a framework for ordering the phenomena 
observed in the study of . expectations and perceptions is Kelly ' s  
psychology of personal constructs& 
Man looks at his world through transparent patterns and 
templates which he creates and then attempts to fit o ver the 
realities of which the world is composed . • • •  Let us give the 
name "constructs" to these patterns that are tried on for size. 
They are ways of construeing the world. They are what enables 
man ,  and lower animals too ,  to chart a course of behavior, 
explicitly formulated. or implicitly acted out , verbally expressed. 
or utterly inarticulate , consistent with other courses . of behavior 
or inconsistent with them, intellectually reasoned or vegetatively 
sensed . (Kelly, 1955 , pp. 8-9) · 
Kelly elected to establish man in this scientific likeness, 
where each individual , in his own perceptual way, seeks to predict and 
control the course of events in his life . The individual struggles 
to structure the reality so that his own world would be more organized. 
The term '' construct" which defines a particular dichotomy or 
similarity in reality,  referred to patterns in an individual • s  life • . · 
Kelly ' s theory of personal constructs brought cognitive elements into 
interaction with the individual ' s  social world . A conceptualization 
results which is organized into an understanding of self , personality , 
psychological development , defenses, etc. 
The constructs are seen as attempts by the individual to predict 
events and test their validity. Kelly assumed that cognitively, all 
present interpretations of the universe are subject to prediction and 
8.1.ternative predictions . This aspect of a reality 1.s termed. 
"constructive alternativism. " 
Kelly ' s  fundamental po stulate is that tta person ' s  processes 
are psycholog ically channelized by the ways , i . e . , constructs formed , 
in which he anticipates events . "  ( Kelly , 1951, p .  46) A person seeks 
to anticipate events so �hat he can predict and control . Kelly states 
that he follows Dewey (1910) in emphasizing the anticipatory nature of 
behavior. If a person ' s  anticipations are in error due to faulty 
perceptive constructs , his pred ict ions will be unsuccessful , thus 
lea.ding to ineffective behavior . The degree of ineffectiveness is a 
function of _ the extent of predictive �er.ror and the efficiency of 
reconstruction or replac�ment of more appropriate constructural 
anticipations . 
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Kelly ' s  emphas is upon constructural anticipation of future 
events and restructuring after an event lends itself readily to a 
formulation of a theory of freshmen expecta·tions and their restruc­
turing in the college environment . For example , the student ' s  
"processe s "  (Behaviors ) will be psychologically chronologued. by the 
ways in which he anticipates events (Expectations) .  An incoming 
freshman who has hS.d no direct college experience or varying degrees of 
peripheral experience assumes certain constructs regarding t he nature 
of the impending s ituation-. His behavior in college may be affected 
by his anticipatory constructs . 
Cognitive Dissonance Theories 
Analysis of cognitive - processes by social psycholog ists serve s  
two distinct functions • f irst , the development of methods and te chniques 
for the description of soc ial interactions and social incentive s r  and 
second , the provision of explanations for motivational forces which 
trigger behavior and determine its direction. (Zajonc , 1968 . p .  320) 
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The core concept in cognitive dissonance theory (Festinger, 1957) 
is that the existence of . non-fitting or dissonant pressure among 
cognitions is a motivating force . The existence of dissonance gives 
rise to pressures to reduce the dissonance and avoid increase in 
dissonance .  Festinger defines a "cognition" as any knowledge , belief 
or opinion about the environment , oneself , or one ' s  behavior. Accord­
ingly, perceptions are defined as cognitive elements . 
The amount of dissonance associated with a given · cognition is 
a function of the importance given to that cognition and the . one with 
which it is dissonant. The magnitude of dissonance is a function of the 
ratio of dissonant to consonant cognitions whereby each cognitive element 
is weighted in terms of its subjective importance .  Dissonance increases 
as a function of the number and/or importance of dissonant cognitions 
and decreases relative to the number and/or - importance of consonant 
cognitions . 
The existence of dissonance is psychologically painful , and the 
organism will be motivated to reduce dissonance and achieve consonance .  
In addition, the organism will avoid information and situations which are 
likely to · increase dissonance ,  and move toward information or situations 
that increase consonance . To eliminate dissonance , the organism ma:y 
alter his cognition (opinions , attitudes , feelings) s  actively change 
the environment (leave) ; .regard the person who disagrees as not 
comparable to himself ; or inaccurately and inappropriately distort his 
perceptions . 
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Theories of cognit ive dissonance are applicable to the concept of 
expectancy insofar as expectations are or are not substantiated. by future 
reality . Expectations may be important enough to· introduce a state 
ot consonance or dissonance in the student . A student may be dissatis-
fied to the extent that he is motivated. to eliminate dissonance by 
changing the environment . The greater the dissonance ,  the greater 
the magnitude of dissatisfaction , and the more the student may do to 
alter the situation . The difference between expectations and later 
perceptions of the university environment may be a psychologically 
painful experience . 
Brehm and Cohen ( 1962) summarized several res.earch studies on 
Festinger' s theory of co�itive dissonance .  They called attention to 
the important role that commitment plays in the arousal and reduction 
of dissonance �  
Commitment occurs when a person engages in o r  selects an 
activity which results in an increased resistance to change of a 
corresponding cognitive element . Brehm and Cohen believe that attend� 
to the role of commitment in the theory of cognitive dissonance aids in 
specifying what is consonant and what is dissonant . Commitment aids 
in specifying ways in which a person may try to reduce dissonance . 
When an individual develops an expectancy about a given outcome 
only to discover that what he expects fails to materialize , he suffers 
a disconfirmed expectancy. (Zajonc, 1968) A special and interesting 
- -
case of disconfirmed expectancy has been observed in connection with 
an individual 's view of himself . Using cognitive dissonance theory, 
Aronson and Carlsmith (1962) hypothesized that when an individual ' s  
conception of his ability for a given task is in conflict with his 
actual performance , dissonance exists . If the individual is unable 
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to adjust to the view of his own ability (that is , revoke previous 
conception) , the alternate means of reducing dissonance is by modifying 
his behavior. 
The Aronson-Carlsmith hypothesis is dependent upon that 
cognition an individual has psychologically prepared himself' for and 
later finds himseli in conflict with, since the event failed to 
materialize.  Extending Brehm and Cohen ' s  (1962) considerations, the 
more �vestment placed by the ind.ividual in the event, the greater 
should be the dissonance . 
Aronson (1 960) extended the dissonance theory to include the 
conceptual implications behind construct expectancy and �creased its 
importance as a motivational force . Confirmation and disconfirmation 
of expectancies is thought to be one of the central motivating forces 
in human behavior. 
The role of disconf irmed expectancies seems to be considerably. 
more general and c�itical to the interpretation of dissonance effects 
than was originally· thought. · (Zajonc , 1968) 
Achievement Motive Theory 
Using the theory of ,.level of aspiration" as a model (Lewin , 
Dembo , Festinger and Sears , 1949) , McClelland and associates ( 1953) 
combined constructs of motivations and expectancy into one major 
theoretical formulation called the "achievement motive . "  Generally 
classified as a "core" motive of behavior, it has undergone intensive 
research since its introduction into the motivational field of Social 
Psychology. Derived mathematical equations have become very functional 
in defining accurately the achievement motive when combined with terms 
such as s tendency to achieve success , tend.ency to avoid failure , 
incentive of success at a particular activity, subjective probability 
of success , subjective probability of failure , and negative and positive 
incentive value of failure . (Atkinson and Feather, 1966) 
In essence , the authors maintain that the achievement motive 
makes the person satisfied with success while the failure avoidance 
motive creates a sense of shame at failure . 
Motives can be distinguished primarily by the type of expecta­
tion involved and secondarily, in terms of the types of action which 
confirm those expectations in varying degrees and yield positive or 
negative effects . (NcClelland, et al. , 1953, p .  76) 
The general theoretical propositions of achievement motive 
are applicable to the research problem of expectations if the assumption 
is made that college attendance represents goal directed behavior, and . 
that this behavior 'is in direct response to a felt need .  Achievement 
expectations develop as a result of interaction between the individual, 
expec.tations and behavior in· the environment so that negative and 
positive effects and changes are in fluctuation. A behavior mod.el 
(Figure · 1 )  which links need , expec�ation and behavior may be constructed 
according to the constructs of achievement motive. 
Need 
Components of Expectancy 
Expected Success In Attaining Goal And Of General Outcome 
expected. behavior to attain 
goal 
· 
expected frustration in 
attaining goal 
expected behavior' ending in 
goal frustration 
expected blocks 
expected environmental 
supports in obtaining goals 
expected bloc� in the 
environment 
instrumental activity 
leading to expected 
goal attainment 
expected difficulties 
peer and institutional 
behavior 
B ehavioral Response 
attendant response s 
goal attainment 
positive effect 
goal frustration 
negative effect 
Figure 1 .  Theoretical Expectancy Model As Per Formula.tions Of Achievement Motivation 
.... :,.• . .  : 
�· . . .. � . 
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Learning Theory 
The construct of expectancy has been variously defined by 
psychologists working in learning theory . MacCorquodale and Meehl 
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( 1953) considered expectancy the basic element of learning. Kimble ( 1 961 ) 
provided evidence of many ways that expectancy has been defined by 
Dewey, Pavlov, Mowrer, Toleman, Hull , Lewin and others . The major 
di:fference with operationally defined constructs of expectancy seems 
to be in perspective of indicating the relationship between the organism 
and the goal . Some theorists view the organism as a passive observer 
of a given goal whereby expectancy of certain attributes is derived from 
past experience .  Other theorists view the organism as contributing to 
the attributes of the goal . Based on the organism ' s  expectation, these 
goal attributes serve as major determinants of behavior. 
Social Learning Theo;y 
In formulating a social learning theory of personality, Rotter 
( 19.54) observed that individuals frequentJ.y describe their own behavior 
as anticipations of future events a 
The occurrence of a behavior of a person is determined not 
· only by the nature of the importance of goals or reinforcements, · 
but also by the person ' s  anticipation or expectancy that these 
goals will occur. Such expe.ctations are determined by previous 
experience · and can be quantified . (Rotter, 19.54, pp •. 1 02-103) 
Rotter defined expectancy as " .  · • •  the. probability held by the 
individual that a particular reinforcement will occur as a function of 
a specific behavior on his part in a specific situation or s ituations. " 
(Rotter, 19.54, p .  107) 
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The basic concepts of his theory are s  behavior potential,  
expectancy, and reinforcement value . Essentially the three basic 
concepts are related in the following ways the potential that any 
behavior will occur in a �iven situation is dependent on the individual ' s  
expectations concerning the occurrence of reinforcement in that s ituation 
and the value that the reinforcement will have for hi.a. (Berger and 
Lambert, 1 969) 
While similarities exist among theoretical considerations of 
expectancies , no true consensus seems� to have been established. 
Stogdill ( 1 963) in reviewing the literature concerning expectation 
theories , contends that it is di£ficult to find any definition of 
expectations except in terms of synonyms such as a "expectancy, " 
"set , " and "anticipation , '' · It is apparent ,  nevertheless , that the 
construct of expectancy has been accorded. considerable importance by 
a number of theorists . 
The relationship between a freshman's expectati.ons and behavior 
and perceptions can be considered within the constructs of expectancy 
theories .  The stunent attends college because his cognition has led 
him to expect a .desired outcome with acceptable probability. His 
specific acts of behavior are due in part to expectat:lons .  Some of the 
expectations will be reinforced while others will not be reinforced.. 
Their effect is dependent on how much the student val.ues the desired 
goal, does not value the unexpected result , and is moilvated to change 
behavior or environment . 
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ENVIRONMENT ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENTS 
Since the number of colleges and universities 1n the United 
States is great , researchers have found it necessary to classify them 
into more manageable categories.  After exhausting conventional classi­
fication techniques such as demography, theorists and college personnel 
turned to developing and using environmental assessment instruments .  
It had become evident that the demographic characteristics of 
a school might not be as important in effecting student change and 
stability as they were in creating conditions which in turn are the 
impact forces . (Feldman; 1 970) It was observed among theorists and 
personnel of college admissions offices that scientific or theoretical 
relevance did not and would not exist in college impact studies unless 
explanation and prediction of events were possible . 
In comparative studies of college impact, environmental 
measures function chiefly to provide a basis for interpreting diff eren­
tial effects . Within and between measures of college environment began 
to resemble personality inventories designed for assessing traits 
' 
of individuals . (Astin, 1970) 
The vario·us instruments embody three conceptually different 
approaches to the assessment of environmental characteristics a 
( 1 )  images approach where observers (usually students) are asked to 
report their impressions of what college · is like s (2) - the student 
characteristic approach based essentially on an interpersonal theory of 
environmental influence with the objective .to assess ·the average or 
modal characteristics of the students at each institution1 and 
)0 
(3) the stimulus approach developed as an alternative to the first two. 
(Menne , 19671 Astin , 1 970a, 1970b) 
Another impetus to the development of environment assessment 
techniques was becoming clearly visible . The contemporary events · 
on campus (student movements , violence , demonstrations , etc . ) implied 
most forcefully that the determinants of student behavior needed to be 
sought in the characteristics of the environment and the interaction of 
these characteristics with individual student traits and abilities . 
The search for individual characteristics in vacuo can lead only to 
partial understanding or to no understanding at all . (Mit.chell , 1969) 
The intent of this review of literature is not to detail the 
development of the instruments and consequent studies ,  not to evaluate 
the techniques , but merely to introduce the many assessment instruments 
available to researchers and college p�rsonnel.  
Environmental Assessment Techniques 
As one remedy to the problem involved in using conventional 
demographic classification such as size , location, population , etc . , 
. 
Astin and Holland ( 1961 ; Astin, 1963b) developed the Environmental 
Assessment Technique (EAT) .  Essentially based on an interpersonal 
theory of environmental influence, the EAT has the following eight 
measures of student characteristics s institutional size , intelligence 
level of the student body, and proportion of students in one of six 
tYPes of major fields . These fields are labelled. a realistic ,  intellec� 
tual ,  social , conventional, enterprising and artistic . The six fields 
were suggested by Holland ' s  ( 1959) work on vocational choice . 
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After several revisions , six principal dimensions whereby 
institutions may be said to differ were proposed s affluence , size, 
private versus public , masculinity versus femininity, realistic (or 
technical) emphasis and homogeneity. However, Astin found little 
relationship between these measures and choice of career or drop-out 
rate . This led him to conclude that pre-college student characteristics 
were more important than the college environment . (Stern , 1 970) 
Another group of 'studies exploring student input dimensions 
{Astin and Nichols , 1964s Astin, 1964b) culminated in the extraction of 
six student factors from ·52 input variables based on the responses of 
127 , 212  freshmen at 248 colleges. The six factors were s intellectualism, 
aestheticism, status , leadership , masculinity and pragmatism. These 
factors were identified along with input data reflecting background 
characteristics, past achievements and future aspirations. 
The student factors and college environment factors were then 
assembled into two interaction studies. The first showed that the 
expectations of incoming freshmen are congruent with the characteristic� 
of the institutions �hey have selected. (Astin, 1964c) The second 
suggested that career choice over a four year period tends to conform 
increasingly to the type of career choice dominant in the student,•s 
college environment . (Astin, 1 965a) 
The EAT is essentially based. on the interaction . rationale . A 
person 's behavior can be replaced by the interaction of his personality 
pattern with his environment . Thus, persons of a particular type _ seek 
vocational environments of the same type.  But as Holland maintains 
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( 1 966, p.  80) , "At this point , " being a heuristic theory ,  its 
" • • • 
. . 
usefulness . , , is only partially explored , "  
Inventory of College Activities 
Continuing research, Astin ( 19p8 , 1969) worked with JS 
arbitrarily selected. items describing the college classroom and 
introduced the Inventory of College Activities ( ICA) . It was 
developed from the responses of 30 , 000 undergraduates  attending a 
representative sample 0£ 246 colleges �nd universities . The ICA 
yields 25 scores based on "objective" student reports of observable 
environmental stimuli.  In addition the ICA yields eight imag.e 
factors based on subjective student impressions of their college . 
The 33 ICA environmental measures accounted for a substantial. propor­
tion of differential student impact on the students ' educational and 
career plans . (Astin and Panos , 1969) 
College and University Environment Scales 
In construct ing a different instrument , College and University 
' 
Environment Scales ( CUES) , c .  Robert Pace ( 1963) modified the CCI on 
the bas
.
is of a conceptual approach 
. 
that directly 
. 
analyzed environmental 
differences between institutions . It was developed without reference 
to any specific personality measure . Pace attempted to identi,fy 
dimensions along which colleges differ from one another, and to 
measure these dimensions by a set of items that most clearly and 
Sharply reflect these differences .  The · five CUES scales are labeled.a 
Practicality ,  community, awareness , propriety, and scholarship .  
College Characteristics Analysis 
The College Characteristics Analysis (CCA) was also developed 
by Pace ( 1960b) from a factor analysis of rank order correlations 
between scale means of the 32 schools in the CCI norm sample . The 210 
items reflecting four clusters ( Humanistic , Scientifi.c, Practical and 
Welfare) were written and selected to fit a specifica11.y developed 
outline of educational content . The items represent three separate 
sources of perceptions of the college environment and relate to 
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inter-institutional factors that would be independent of the charac­
teristics of the students themselves .  (Stern, 1970 , p .  292) The three 
sources of environmental press were s ( 1 )  the administrative source , 
referring to rules  and regulations , general features and facilities 
(2) academic or faculty sources of press ,  referring to characteristics 
of faculty members , courses and curricula, and instructional practices 
and demands , and ( 3) student sources of press , referring to student 
characteristics , informal activities ,  interests and extracurricular 
programs . (Pace , 1969) 
\ 
Transactional Analysis of Personality and Environment 
Pervin ( 1967a, 1 967b, 1968) has shown the generally high 
reliability, validity and usefillness of· a college environment assessment 
instrument based on the semantic differential scale as developed by 
OsgoOO,.. , Suci and Tannenbaum ( 1957) . This scale is called the 
Transactional Analysis of Personality and Environment (TAPE) . The 
TAPE research represents an effort to study individual.-environment 
interaction through student perceptions , parts of the col1ege environment 
J4 
and the college environment as a whole . The standard form 0£ TAPE 
requires that each of the following concepts be judged on the same 52 
scales s My College , Self , Students ,  Faculty , Administration, and Ideal 
College . For each concept , . an explicit definition is given. According 
. to the author TAPE appears to hold considerable promise for intra­
and inter-institutional research. 
Inventory of College Characteristics 
Employing 180 items . from the CCI, Nunnally, Thistlethwaite and 
Wolfe ( 1963) introduced the Inventory of College Characteristics ( ICC) . 
These authors divided the 180 CCI items into two categories a . college 
student perceptions of fellow members and college student perceptions 
of faculty . This image perception approach for describing the college 
�nvironment was used to identify items and item combinations which were 
related to the criterion index ,  namely, the institutions ' production 
of future doctorates in the natural sciences and in the arts , humanities 
and social sciences .  The instrument yields 33  press scales which can 
be grouped into nine factors . • 
College Student Questionnaire 
The College Student Questionnaire (CSQ) is a 70 item instrument 
designed to measure the satisfaction and dissatisfaction of college and 
university students . (Peterson, 1965) The CSQ is based on the assumption 
that students are the college and a typology of student subcultures would 
define that college . Impressions gained by Trow ( 1 962) .from visiting 
several campuses led to the speculation that four main types of campus 
subcultures existed • vocational, collegiate ,  academic , and nonconformist . 
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In the CSQ the characteristics , values and orientations of each of 
these is presented to students in brief paragraph descriptions . The 
student is asked to indicate which description comes closest to reflect­
ing his values and interests , which comes next closest , etc . Satisfac­
tion is measured on five scales i working conditions , compensations, 
quality of education, social life and recognition . A total satisfaction 
score is also obtained. 
Medical School Environment Inventory 
Another derivative of the CCI is the Medical School Environment 
Inventory (MSEI) . Hutchins ( 1961 ) has devised and used this instrument 
specif'ically for medical schools and has sampled 25 medical schools for 
norm development purposes . 
Despite differences in approach, strategy and assumptions , and 
item content ,  there appear to be some general similarities in the 
various college environmental assessment instruments .  All the 
investigations contain some type of an intellectual or scholarly 
dimension. This dimension is indicated by perceived environmental 
press for academic achievement, or scholarship, intellectual orientation 
of students ,  academic relativity of the institution and the importance 
of getting acceptable grades .  (Pace , 1969) 
In general, the degree of similarity of the different environmen­
tal assessment instruments and techniques is expressed in correlations 
coefficients of between .40 and . 60 . These correlation coefficients 
suggest that the environment instruments have not produced identical 
results .  However, the correlations make it impossible to argue against 
the existence of some similarities among the instruments. 
Syracuse Instruments 
The psychological environment may be defined as the complex 
of stimuli that press upon the individual and initiate behavioral 
responses , These impressions of stimuli are theoretically unique and 
private in each individual ' s  view of the world . However, as observers 
we tend to draw conclusions of our own regarding the meaning of the 
events for someone else . We  also tend to organize and classify discrete 
events on the basis of seemingly common elements , W ith this .in m� , 
Stern and associates have introduced several environment assessment 
techniques and instruments for systematically observing and analyzing 
the impact of institutions . 
All environment instruments designed by Stern and associates 
a.re based on Murray ' s  need-press model where behavior (B) is viewed 
as the outcome of the relationship between the press (P) and his 
environment (E) , This model is firmly based on the theory of 
Lewina B = f (P, E) , 
Stern ( 1 970) goes on to discuss the interaction of need and 
press in terms such as s congruence versus dissonance , and anastatic 
function of needs corresponding to anabolic press or antithet ical 
function of need corresponding to a catabolic press . 
Broadly speaking this model lends itself to the study of 
distribution and personality behavior within social organizations in 
a psychological sense . This study is known as psychonomics .  According 
to Stern, this model can be used to predict the effects of selection 
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and of organizational change on morale and output (grades or production) .  
This model is also applicable uto the investigation of dyadic interactions 
in the intervening situation, therapy, mate selection and marriage . " 
(Stern, 1970, p ,  9) 
H, A, Murray ( 1938) provided. a taxonomy for classifying 
environmental pressures and the characteristic ways in which an 
individual strives to structure that environment for himself' . Briefly, 
Murray called external pressures "press" . and their interna1 counter­
parts "needs" ,  Both needs and press are inferred from characteristic 
activities and events , Needs are inferred from things that . the 
individual typically does and press from things that are typically 
done to the individual in some particular setting. Stern developed 
the Activities Index (AI) and the College Characteristics Index (CCI) 
for the measurement of need and press respectively. Later instruments 
followed these models . 
The prototype for the AI , the Interest Index, was constructed 1n 
1950-51 . This was patterned after an inventory by Sheviakov and 
Friedberg ( 1 939) which suggested the format for a "needs" measure , It 
was designed as a . systematic representation of . variables stemming from 
the explicit per_sonality theory" and taxonomy-· of H.  A . Murray .  · 
The Interest Index was developed from a pool of over a thousand 
items which described those commonplace daily activities and feelings 
which appeared to represent unambiguous manifestations of need processes .  
After eight psychologists at the University of Chicago independently 
Coded these items , the Index was assembled from items unanimously 
considered to be diagnostic of specific elements in the need taxonomy. 
Subjects were required to respond to these items by indicating their 
personal preference , rejection or indecision. 
Renamed the Activit ies Index in 1953 , it was shortened to JOO 
items distributed among 30 scales of ten items each . The present 
version , Form 1 1 58 ,  has been derived from an analysis of preceding 
forms and can be administered to samples of persons from 12  to 63 years 
of age in various social and educational strata. 
The CCI environment index served as a prototype of several 
other indices which were not limited to �he descriptions of activities 
and events associated with different types of college sett�s . The 
High School Characteristics Index (HSCI) developed in Syracuse . in 1 960 
was administered to the incoming class at Syracuse University during 
Freshman Orientation Week . (Stern, 1961 ) Like the CCI ,  the HSCI was 
prepared with the environment as the frame of reference. As of 1970 ,  
the HSCI was recommended. for research use only . However, independent 
studies have already been published using the HSCI comparing creative 
and traditional high school classroom environments .  (Stern, 1970) 
The Evening College Characteristics Index (ECCI) completed 
in 1961 was designed with the nonresident college , or nonresident 
college student in mind . It also parallels the CCI closely in format 
except that the items pecul iar to the resident settings are eliminated 
and replaced with items specifically related to day school or evening 
college environments .  It is also considered appropriate for community 
colleges or two-year colleges . 
The Organizational Climate Index (OCI) repre.sents the first 
attempt to develop a more general instrument to fill the measurement 
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· gap between primary and secondary school . The present research instru­
ment analyzes formal administrative structures and settings . It has 
been used in studies of the Syracuse public school system, Peace Corps 
training programs and in industry. (Stern, 1970) 
College Characteristics Index . c .  Robert Face and George c .  
Stern ( 1958) developed an instrument to identify the educationally and 
psychologically functional environment of a college emphasizing the 
morphological characteristics of these institutions in much the same 
way that the taxonomic schemes of the naturalist are based on the 
classification of readily observable parts and pieces of organisms . 
Their efforts were directed towards finding better ways of characterizing 
the differences between and within colleges as well as the differential _ 
effect of the college experience upon the student . Many theoretical 
assumptions and the design of a number of the environment assessment 
instruments owe their beginnings to the work of Stern and his associates .  
The effect o� the college environment on the student goes beyond 
the �bjectives direct�y or indirectly stated by that institution . In 
addition to these formal and informal goals , concern often is expressed 
for achieving growth in attitudes and values ,  personal and social 
development ,  citizenship ,  civic responsibility, aesthetic appreciation, 
and similar supracognitive attributes . In respect to such complex 
multiple objectives,  Stern emphasized that a college community must be 
viewed as more than classrooms , professors , libraries and laboratories . 
It is also a network of interpersonal relationships , of social and 
public events,  of student governments and publications , of religious 
activities ,  of housing and eating, of counseling and of curricular 
choices . The college may be regarded as a �ystem of pressures , prac­
tices and policies intended to influence the development of students 
.toward the attainment of institutional objectives .  {Stern, 1963, 
1969 , 1 970) 
Pace and Stern, using AI as a model, narrowed Murray ' s  44 
general variable s  to JO  independent need-press subscales which tapped 
college environments . Research provided. no rationale for eliminating 
a portion of Murray ' s  original categories , but it was concluded that a 
factorial analysis facilitated statistieal procedures ,  reduced fatigue 
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in testing and st ill maintained the press definitions . The . JO need-press 
subscales are defined and listed alphabetically below . 
1 .  Abasement--Assurance a self-depreciation versus self-
confidence . . 
2 .  Achievement s striving for success through personal effort .  
J .  Adautability--Defensiveness s acceptance of criticism 
versus res istance to suggestion . 
4 .  Affiliation--Rejection a friendliness versus unfriendliness . 
5 .  Aggression--Blame Avoidance s  hostility versus its 
inhibition. 
6 . Change--Sameness s flexibility versus routine . 
7 .  Conjuctivity--Dis.iunctivitya planfulness versus disorgani­
zation. 
8 .  Counteraction--Inferiority Avoidance s restriving after 
failure versus withdrawal . 
9 .  Def·erence--Restiveness s respect for authority versus 
rebelliousness .  
1 0 .  Dominance--Tolerance s ascendancy versus forbearance .  
1 1 . Ego Achievement : striving for power through social action. 
1 2 .  Emotionality--Placiditys expressiveness versus restraint .  
1 3 .  Energy--Passivity: effort versus inertia. 
14 .  Exhibitionism--Inferiority Avoidance s  attention-seeking 
versus shyness . 
1 5 .  Fantasied Achievement s daydreams of extraordinary public 
recognition , 1 6 .  Harm Avoidance--Risktakingl fearfulness  versus thrill­
seeking, --
1 7 .  Humanities ,  Social Science s interests in the Humanities 
and the Social Sciences . 
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18 . Impul sivene ss--Del iberation s impetuousness versus 
refle ction . 
19 .  Narci ss ism s vanity , 
20 . Nurturance--Reject ion a helping others versus indifference .  
21 . Obj e ct ivity--Proje ctivity s detachment versus superstit ion . 
22 . Oroer--Disorder a compulsive organizat ion of details 
versus carelessne s s .  
23 . Play--W ork s pleasure-seeking versus purposefulness . 
24. Pract icalne ss--Impract icalness s interest in practical 
activit ies versu s indifference . 
25 . Reflect ivene ss & introspective contemplat ion . 
26 . S cience a interests in the Natural Sciences . 
27 . S ensual ity--Puritanism s interest in s ensory and esthet ic 
experience s .  
28 . S exual ity--Prudishness s heterosexual interests versus 
the ir inhibition . 
29 . Supplicat ion--Autonomys depende ncy versus self-reliance . 
JO , UnderstandinP, 1 intellectuality . 
(Stern , 1969, p .  16) 
S aunders ( 1962, 1969) extracted 1 1  environmental factors in a 
· "principal compenents-equamax analysis '' from the 30 su bscales of the 
CCI . Each of the 1 1  factors is composed of several entire s cales and 
takes on the definit ion of those scales combined . The follow� are 
the 1 1  environmental factors , also identified as "first order factors , "  
their compos ite scales and definitions • 
1 .  ASPIRATION LEVEL ( Counteraction , Change , Fantasied 
Achievement ,  and Unde�standing . ) A high score on this factor indicates 
that the student s  perceive that they are expected to aim high and are 
considered capab�e- of · making it . They are introduced to individuals 
and ideas calculated. to provide models for intellectual and profe ssional 
achievement . The processes involving the administrat ion of the school , 
and given to understand through the receptivity of the central administra­
tion that student efforts to make some impact on the environment are 
likely to be successful . 
2 .  INTELLECTUAL CLIMATE (Reflectiveness, Humanities-Social 
Sciences , Sensuality , Understanding ,  and Fantasied Achievement . ) The 
items that comprise this factor are intended to reflect the qualities 
of a staff and plant specifically devoted to scholarly activities in 
the humanities , arts ,  and social sciences , 
3 . STUDENT DIGNITY (Objectivity, Assurance ,  and Tolerance . ) 
This factor reflects administrative concern for the maintenance of a 
high level of self-determination and personal responsibility among 
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the students . A high score on this factor indicates that the 
institutional climate is nonauthoritarian and that student conduct is 
regulated by means other than administrative fiat.  There is  a minimum 
of coercion at such schools and the factor responses suggest that 
students are treated with the respect and consideration accorded any 
mature ad.ult, 
4. ACADEMIC CLIMATE ( Humanities-Social Science , and Science . ) 
Factor 4 is a less extensive version of Factor 2 (Intellectual Climate) , 
limited specifically to academic excellence in staff and facilities in 
the conventional areas of the humanities ,  social sciences ,  and natural 
sciences . A high score indicates a great deal of attention to these 
areas by the school and implies the presence of such facilities as 
good libraries and laboratories . 
5 .  ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT (Achievement , Energy , Understanding, 
Counteraction,  and Conjunctivity . ) Schools with high scores on this 
factor evidently set high standards of achievement for their students .  
Special courses ,  examinations , honors , tutorials ,  and so forth, are among 
the devices employed for this purpose . 
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6, SELF-EXPRESSION (Ego Achievement , Emotionality, Exhibition­
ism, and Energy, ) It is concerned with opportunities offered to the 
student for the development of leadership potential and self-assurance ,  
Among the · activities serving .this purpose are public discussions and 
debates , projects , student drama and musical productions , and other 
forms of participation in highly visible creative acts , 
? .  GROUP LIFE (Affiliation, Supplication, Nurturance , and 
Adaptability , ) The press scales identified with this factor describe 
various forms ot mutually supportive group activities among the student 
body , The activities ar� of a warm, friendly character, more or less 
typifying adolescent togetherness , but they also reflect a more · serious 
aspect of the college culture as represented in ·activities devoted to 
the welfare of fellow students and to other less fortunate members of 
the community, 
8 ,  ACADEMIC ORGANIZATION (Blame Avoidance ,  Order, Conjunctivity, 
Deliberation, Deference , and Narcissism, ) High scores on this factor 
are achieved. by institutions that stress organization and structure in 
the academic environment . 
9 .  SOCIAL FORM (Narcissism, Nurturance , Adaptability, 
Dominance , and Play , ) In some respects this factor repre·sents the 
formal institutionalization of activities incorporated in Factor 7 
(Group Life) on a more informal and spontaneous level, Fifty percent 
of the Group Life items are in fact shared with Factor 9, but the 
friendly togetherness of the former is muted here and replaced by a 
stronger emphasis on proper social form. The items suggest a heightened 
self-awareness and a consciousness of position and role . Schools 
characterized by this factor apparently offer opportunities for the 
development of social skills , Viewed as technical assets , they might 
be regarded as the finishing-school counterpart of the vocational 
atmosphere associated with Factor 1 1  below, 
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1 0 ,  PLAY-WORK (Sexuality , Risktaking s opposite of Harm 
Avoidance ,  Play , and Impulsiveness , )  Schools high in this factor offer 
opportunities for participation in a form of collegiate life reminiscent 
of the popular culture of the 1920 ' s  as drawn by Scott Fitzgerald , the 
institutions once referred to as the "fountains of knowledge where 
students gather to drink, "  
1 1 , VOCATIONAL CLIMATE (Practicalness , Puritanism, Deference , 
Order, and Adaptability , ) The items emphasize practical applied 
activities , the rejection of aesthetic experiences , and a high level 
of orderliness and conformity in student-faculty relationships , 
(Stern, 1 970 , pp , 56-58) 
The 1 1  factors can be further divided into three categories or 
three second-order factors for gross abbreviations 
( 1 ) INTELLECTUAL CLIMATE, factors 1 through 6,  
(2) NONINTELLECTUAL CLIMATE , factors 6 through 1 1 , 
( 3) IMPULSE CONTROL , factors 8 and the scales , Prudishness·, 
Ha.rm Avoidance , Work and Deliberation 
The Impulse Control factor may be associated with a measure 
of emotional construction and maximal institutional control . This may 
· be due to an attitude of extreme coercion or extre·me permissiveness in 
the iristitution, (Stern,  1970) 
Broad values and implications can be induced in this psycho­
logical approach to the measurement of the college environment . The 
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authors of the CCI state that potential use of the instrument includes 
institutional self-analysis , .assessment and prediction . The ad.ministra­
tion and faculty are able to learn something useful about the dynamics 
of the college environment .from the standardized responses to the CCI . 
Pace and Stern ( 1 9.58) . were the first to employ the �CI as a qualitative 
measure of the psychological characteristics of a particular college 
atmosphere . The instrument was validated during this study as a 
research method which increased understanding of the ways in which an 
institution influences the students. 
The CCI was then introduced as a "broader conceptualization 
for evaluating the effectiveness of higher education . "  (Pace and 
Stern, 19.58) 
INTELLECTUAL FACTORS RELATED TO 
ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT 
' 
Fishman ( 1 962) summarizes the predicament with which many 
colleges are faced in selecting their freshmen class . Colleges  have 
· come to depend upon selection techniques that maximize descriptive 
impartiality and minimize prescriptive implications . This philosophy 
had i�s origin in the early development of the Army Alpha examination 
and is present in today ' s  complicated multiple regression designs . 
To avoid misunderstandings in researching the efficiency 
of predictive criteria for college achievement, Fishman ( 1962) · 
defines "intellective" and ''non-intellective" denotatively and 
connotatively as follows a ( 1 )  Non-intellective prediction includes 
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personality and motivational tests and inventories , interest inventories , 
interviews and personal ratings , biographical information and study­
habits inventories .  ( 2) Intellective prediction includes aptitude and 
intelligence test scores , achievement tests , high school rank and 
high school average . 
The usual predictors of college achievement are high school 
performance ,  scores on a standardized measure of scholastic aptitude 
and a personali�y rating.  The average multiple correlation obtained 
when assessing the usual predictors is approximately . 55 . With the 
addition of a personality test score to high . school grade point. average 
and/or high school rank, the gain in the multiple correlation is 
usually less than +. 05 .  (Fishman, 1962 , p .  669) 
As early as 1927 , Odell was researching the predictiv� 
efficiency of high school performance to academic success in college . 
For a student coming from a large high school , Odell stated that the 
best predictor of academic success for the freshman year in college 
. 
was academic achievement in high school • . He obtained multiple coeffi-
cients of correlations as high as . 85 for some subjects . ''The results 
· of this order axe _attainable by practically every institution which 
puts forth a serious and united effort to secure them and that they are 
distinctly worth the labor and exPense required. '' (Odell , 1927 , p .  680) 
Brigham ( 1 932) suggested the use of rank in class for the 
computation of high school standard grade averages ,  rather than the 
real grades/averages so that grades from various schools would be more 
comparable .  Toops ( 1933) proposed that grades at different schools be 
equated for students with equal intelligence . 
Dressel ( 1 939) proposed the establishment of an efficient 
predictive model . Using an analysis of covariance design for a 
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sample of 15 high schools , he· found a correlation of . 52 between high 
school grades and college grades . The mean within-school correlation 
was , 59 ,  These conclusions have generally been supported . (Calvin, 
1949r Travers , 1 965) Bloom and Peters ( 1 961 ) proposed that correlations 
higher than the reported . 40 to . 60 can be obtained , Appropriate 
adjustments were made for differential high school grading practices 
and correlations ranging .from . ?O to . 85 were found . Bloom and Peters ' 
f ind.ings stirred expectations of a major breakthrough in the prediction 
of college grades , but other researchers applying similar techniques in 
different settings failed to replicate their results .  (Lindquist , 1963 , 
Whatley and Mervin, 1 967) 
An often-quoted study by Lindquist ( 1963) added a pessimistic 
note to the whole area of grade adjustments and predictive techniques , 
His results suggested that the conditions necessary for a large improve­
ment in the prediction of college grades exist only for selected samples 
of schools , Linn ( 1 966) organized and summarized predictive techniques 
into several models •  adjustment models , control predictive models , 
regression models and scaling approach models . Similarly , he concluded 
that the improvement in predictive validity using adjusted grades as 
compared to unadjusted grades has generally been discouragingly small .  
(Linn ,  1966, p .  327) 
Arvey { 1 971 ) considered the effect of grade point average on 
achievement in college from another point of view , Is consistency of 
pa$t performance a factor that should be considered when making 
predictions about future performance? The hypothesis tested , that 
consistency influences predictability, has been supported . Using a 
sample of 200 students and a cross validity sample of 100 students 
from the University of Minnesota, he concluded that performance 
variability in high school is a factor in college performance , i . e . , 
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the more consistency in high school , the more effective pr�ictability 
of college performance .  Intra-individual variability has been 
effectively demonstrated as a subgrouping- variable in college prediction 
studies . 
Bradly and Sanborn ( 1 971 ) reported a study attempting to 
improve past procedures of predictive efficiency of college grade 
point average through the use of a developmental approach involving 
repeated predictive measures over four years of high school . The 
three predictive measures were high school grade point average , high 
school rank and consistency . Using three independent samples they 
concluded that the patterns of post-high school academic performance 
cannot be predicted from longitudinal high school performance . 
Besides indices of high school achievement , tests of scholastic 
) 
. ability have been utilized to predict academic achievement in college . 
Achievement tests have generally proven superior to mental ability tests 
for Prediction of grade point average in college . ( Schroeder and 
Sledge , 1966) There has been a shift in recent years toward the use 
of' tests which directly measure "school-learned abilities" for the 
Prediction of college achievement . (Cronbach, 1960) 
Lavin ( 1965) reported that coefficients for achieveme nt tests 
generally range from . 30 to . 70 depending upon the particular test 
employed , the sample and the institution . 
Measures of high school achievement or scholastic ability may 
be used independently for prediction of college performance . However , 
better predictive efficiency has resulted in combining these two 
kinds of measures along with repeated scholastic m�asures to yield 
multiple regression equations . Fishman ( 1962) est imates that such 
correlations av�rage about . 55 while Bloom and Peters (1961 ) state · 
they range from . 55 to . 65 .  Donnan ( 1968) found that the Verba.l and 
Mathematics scores of the S cholastic Aptitude Te st ( SAT) correlated 
about . 35 with f irst year grade point average . High school rank 
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correlated about . 45 with the same criterion . The multiple c orrelation 
with the f irst year grade point average was . 55 .  
NON-INTELLECTIVE FACTORS RELATED TO 
ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT 
Although inteliective predictors have been regarded as the 
best method of prediction of academic achievement in college , they 
have accounted. f o� only one-tenth to one-half of the individual 
Variability in academic performance . ( Lavin, 1965) Cons iderable 
attention has been directed toward the search for non-intelle ctive 
correlates of academic achievement in college .  A number of non-intellec­
tive correlates have been identif ied .  Many of these correlates have 
been reviewed in the profe ssional l iterature . (Fishman and Pasanela ,  
1960 1 Lavin ,  1 965 , Michael and Boyer , 1965 ;  Feldman and Newcomb ,  1969) 
Stein ( 1963) has cautioned that research on non-intellective 
predictors 'should not be limited to variables which supplement 
intellective measures of prediction . Instead non-intellective factors 
should be viewed as independent measures of college performance . 
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Many kinds of non-intellective variables have been investigated. 
Studies have focused on biographic and demographic input data describing 
the student . Additional student background variables that have been 
investigated include s status , socioeconomic background, family 
background , age , sex , religion , race , urban versus rural status , size 
of high school attended and type of high school attended . All of them 
have been found to possess some relationship to measures 0£ academic 
achievement . (Stein ,  1963 , Yonge, 1963 , Lavin, 1965) In addition, 
Lunneberg and Lunneborg ( 1966, 1970) cited a number of other biographic · 
or demographic variables that have been found to be related to college 
academic achievement s birth order, type of vocational goal , hours per 
week spent studying , participation in high school sports and activities , 
Participation in government in high school , academic honors , membership 
in clubs , positions of 'office in clubs and personal philosophy of 
education. 
Academic achievement in college has been extensively studied 
by assessing overall student adjustmen� and by defining specif�c 
attributes of student personality. The general hypothesis generating 
this research is that the maladjusted student is less likely to do well 
in college s  specific personality characteristics that are in conflict 
With demonstrated successful students ' attributes are likely to hinder 
a student ' s rate of academic progress . Both projective and objective 
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measures have been used in such investigations , The latter yielded 
more significant results . 
Acceptable measures of student personality and overall 
adjustments are defined according to profile scores within established 
limits on a standardized personality inventory, Both kinds o:f measures 
have been found to possess some relationship to academic success in 
college . A considerable amount of research has been generated using 
such instruments as s Minnesota Mult iphas ic Personality Inventory , 
� 
0 inion Att itude and Interest Surve , Minnesota Counseling Inventory, 
Manif'est Anxiety S cale , Gu ilford-Z immerman Temperament Survey,· 
F.clward ' s Personal Preference S chedule , Survey of Study Habits and 
Attitudes , Strong Vocat ional Intere st Blank , Survey of Interpersonal 
Values ,  California Psychological Inventocy , Adjective Check List , 
Personality Record , and Study of Values ,  (Sanford, 1 962 1  Astin , 1964s 
Yonge , 1965 ; Richards ,  Holland and Lutz , 1967 1 Feldman and Newcomb , 1 9691 
Dollar, 1970 ; Harman, 1 971 )  
In spite of intellectual , biographic and demographic input 
criteria, students often surpass or fall short of their predicted 
performance , The environmental climate of students must be taken 
into account before institutional objectives can be realized, {Yonge ,  
1965 1  Kamens , 1971 ; Rock , BaiDi and Linn, 1972) Perhaps researchers and 
college personnel are predicting grade point achievement as well as can 
be predicted without taking the specific college courses , instructors 
and other institutional variables into account . The £ailure to effect 
an improvement in prediction of performance may be due to the limits of 
the definition of input predictors and output criteria, A distinction 
between intellectual predictors and non-intellectual predictors and 
corresponding intellectual output and non-intellectual output 
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criteria cannot be overemphasized . Grade point average , academic 
honors , level of aspiration to attain Ph .D . , etc . , can be distinguished 
from personal growth, satisfaction, motivation, post-college interests 
and attitudes ,  development of social conscience , etc . By defining 
input and output in intellectual and non-intellectual terms , objectives · 
and goals will become more definable and amenable to research method-
ology. Also , a higher level of predictive accuracy can be attained and 
implemented for more appropriate change and assessment techniques while 
the student is in college , High school students will be provided. with 
a more accurate and detailed basis for not only choosing a college , 
but also. would be presented with data which would indicate types of 
colleges which would be particularly effective with that student , For 
example , a college which does not demonstrate above average effect on 
achievement for its student population may show above average effect 
for low ability students with a motivation problem. A matching effect 
can result between student and college . 
Research on Satisfaction in College 
A recent development in college predictive criteria is revealed. 
in paperback books about college selection and attendance . S ome of the 
most popular college guides are emphasizing the importance of 
h 11 goodness of fit '' between the student and the co ege ,  The basic 
assumption is th�t a student will be more satisfied if he chooses a 
School with a student population and environment similar to his own 
personality, attitudes , interest s ,  etc . Satisfaction becomes an 
important variable because of implied relationships between such 
factors as s remaining at a particular college , achieving success in 
college and adjusting to the scholastic and social expectations . 
(Rand , 1968) Essentially , these guides share the belief , "know your- · 
self , Imow the college and match the two . " Although guides to college 
selection recommend different procedures and methods ,  predict ion of 
student satisfaction with a college choice is an ultimate obje ctive . 
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S o  litt�e is known about student satisfaction , d issatisfaction, 
alienation and disaff ect1on in the college environment , that a systemat ic 
study of the relationships seems imperative . More systematic and 
effective sele ction of college students is needed with ne� and improved 
institutional programs for the undergraduate population. 
Rand ( 1968) tested the "goodness of fit" or homogeneous matching 
of students to a college theory . and its effect on college choice 
satisfaction . The contention that students who are similar or d is­
similar to their own school would be satisfied or dissatisfied was not 
strictly supported . · Rand concluded that the relationship between 
satisfaction and matching is minimal and quite complex . However, 
' additional research needs- to be completed rega:rding· the characteristics 
of college s ,  students , and matching techniques . (Rand, 1 968,  P• J8) 
Astin , in 1963 , demonstrated that the student ' s  output is 
dependent on both student input and the differential impact of an 
institution on its students . Berdie , et al . ( 1970) considered student 
satisfaction as one criterion for determining output of an institution 
and assessed how a university affects students . Using the Minnesota 
Counseling Inventory , Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory, and 
Strong Vo cational Interest Blank , along with the College Satisfaction 
Index (Roy , 1949) as a measure of satisfaction of students ,  Berdie , 
et al .  ( 1970) observed that a large extent of satisfaction is associated 
with certain characteristics of the students at the time they entered 
college , Approximately one-third of the student satisfactions within 
the University of Minnesota can be attributed to personality differences . 
A student ' s progress in the university is related to his expression of · 
satisfaction , 
· The American Council on Education amassed considerable data and 
research on the problem of matching the college-bound , high school 
student with an institution of higher learning . (Astin,  Panos and 
Creager, 1966, 1 967) Their assumption maximized output criteria or 
educational objectives , such as persistence in college , motivation for 
graduate study , realistic career choice , high academic performanc e , 
mental health, knowledge and acquired skills ,  and certain values . 
Figure 2 shows that predicted output is a function of the 
. 
main effect of student input , main effect of college environment and 
effects of interaction from a particular match between a student and 
·institution. 
The Council ' s  purpose was to create a nationwide "directory, " 
. . 
where model , homogeneous college enviro�ents with homoge�eous students 
and homogeneous alumni would be detailed for high school counselors and 
college ad.miss io ns officers . ( Creager , 1968) For some groups of 
institutions and some · groups of students , such matching would not 
only be possible ,  but also recommended .  
College Environments 
Variables 
Student :Body 
Intellectual Level 
Student Behavioi;s 
Resident versus Commuter 
Physical Features COLLEGE 
Size ENVIRONMENT 
Library 
Other Facilities 
Curricular Offerings 
M 
A 
T 
c 
H 
Student Input Variables 
High School Background 
Family Background 
Abilities 
Achievements 
Attitudes 
Aspirations 
I 
MAIN EFFECT 
STUDENT INPUT 
OR COLLEnE 
ENVIRONMENT 
INTERACTION 
EFFECT 
S'IUDENT INPU'r 
MAIN EFFECT 
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Outputs (Criteria) 
Academic 
Baccalaureate Completion 
Plans For Graduate Work 
Academic Pertormance 
And Achievement ( e . g . , 
Graduate Record Exams) 
Personal 
Values 
Interests 
Attitudes 
Acquired Skills 
Aspirations 
Field Choice 
Career Choice 
Figure 2 .  Predicting Output As A Function Of Student Input Environment 
Input And Their Interaction 
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Pervin and Rubin ( 1 967) found that a lack of fit between 
student and college characteri�tics may lead to student dissatisfaction 
with the college experience . The greater the discrepancy between the 
way a student sees himself and his image of the college , the more he 
will be dissatisfied . Pervin ( 1 967) investigated the relationship 
between perceived-self-environment similarity and satisfaction with the 
environment . Using TAPE , Pervin found a relationship between perceived­
self-environment similarity and satisfaction, and demonstrated that the 
better the "fit " . between the individual and his college environment , the 
more satisfied he will be .  
Passons ( 1 971 ) studied the accuracy of prediction of student 
satisfaction , as perceived by three samples of university personnel s 
faculty ,  resident ad.visors, and student affairs personnel .  Systematic 
investigation of student satisfaction held promise for studen� personnel 
work. Institutions should conduct studies of the relationship between 
characteristics of entering students , satisfaction with the university 
at various stages of matriculation, and perseverance toward.,. graduation . 
Pervin ( 1 968) discussed satisfaction in terms of an interaction 
or transactional model and stated that data gave clear support to the 
theoretical rationale of student-college fit and its correlates of 
satisfaction and dis satisfaction . This model assumed that for each 
individual , there are environments ( interpersonal and non-interpersonal) 
which match the characteristics of his personality . A match or best 
fit (Jahoda, 1961 )  of an individual to an environment is expressed in 
high performance , satisfaction and little stress in the student .  Lack 
of fit results in decreased performance , stress and dissatisf'actio
n in 
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the student . 
Research on Expectations and Perceptions of College 
Expe ctations held by incoming transfer and freshmen students 
and their later perceptions about the college environment are non­
intellectual. correlates that have been recently emphasized in research 
on college effect . The general assumption is that the expectations 
an individual brings to a situation significantly influence the manner 
in which he experiences and copes with that situation. (Pe:rvin, 1 966s 
Shaw, 1 968) 
The degree of accuracy or the level of reality of expectations 
held by incoming students has served as a criterion in studies of 
college environment . Expectations have been compared to the perceptiona 
of independent samples of experienced students or to the students ' own 
perceptions of the college environment after he matriculates . Different 
techniques , designs , stat istical analyses and methodological considera­
tions have been implemented . 
Raab ( 1963 ) use& the CCI along with the AI to s ( 1 )  measure 
the cohgruence and dissonance between need and press in determining 
satisfaction and dissatisfaction in the university environment , 
( 2) to determine the environmental press of the university and (J) to 
determine the various need levels of freshmen and juniors . Raab intro­
duced. several methodological considerations relevant to need-press 
differences within the college .  Rowe ( 1964) administered the CCI to 
measure environment stability in a pre-post test design.  The CCI 
revealed the expected student reactions to a controversial change in 
the university environment and defined the perception limits that press . 
The amount of congruence between an individua1 ' s  need and the 
environmental press is related to his adaptation within that environment . 
This has been referred to as the need-press hypothesis . (Stern, 1960 1 
Pace , 1 961 ) Standing and Parker ( 1964) proposed that it is not so 
much the congruence of needs and the press as it is the congruence of 
what the student expects and the press he subsequently encounters that 
more strongly influences his adaptation , This was referred to as the 
expectation-press hypothesis . Preconceptions of entering freshmen 
students were s�nif icantly higher on fourteen of JO s cales of the CCI 
than sophomore perceptions of the reality at Brigham Young University, 
The freshmen anticipated an environment with more achievement , under­
standing , and objectivity , In a second study, senior high s chool 
students who planned to attend Brigham Young University anticipated an 
environment which was more humanistic , intellectual , and social-group­
welfare oriented than was perceived by sophomore students at the 
University.  Residential proximity to  the university was not related 
to accuracy of environmental expectations • 
. 
The CCI measured actual changes in the environment that had 
occurred. at Brigham Young University in a pre-post test design. A 
third study tested the hypothesis that freshmen who dropped out after 
one semester began college with unrealistic expectations or precon­
ceived notions that differed from preconceptions of students who 
persisted. , No differences existed between drop-outs and persisters 
after one semester in expectations ,  But significant di.fferences in 
P9rceptions on the second testing were found on seven of JO CCI scales. 
(Standing and Parker, 1964, P • 5) These differences could not be 
accounted for by academic ability or by college achievement since 
both were controlled. by an analysis of covariance . The persisters 
characterized the environment as having a more intellectual climate 
and more faculty concern for students .  Standing and Parker concluded 
that this may be due to dissatisfaction with the environment or lack 
of contact with experiences similar to that of persisters . 
Lauterbach and Vielhaber (1966) made a comparative examination 
of the need-press and expectation-press hypotheses as predictors of 
adaptation at West Point , Academic criteria defined by grade point 
average and military tactics ' average and non-academic criteria 
defined by rating of leadership potential and physical education 
performance were compared to needs , expectations and press . Measures 
of need were obtained by instructing incoming cadets to describe what 
type of environment they preferred . For expectations incoming cadets 
described the environment as they saw it , The press was obtained from 
the plebe class as they perceived it , D-statistics were computed to 
evaluate distance between need , expectations and press . Results · 
indicated that s 
( 1 ) Neither need-press nor expectation-press correlated 
Significantly with non-academic criteria, 
( 2) Expectation-press indices were positively related to 
academic . achievement , 
( 3) Need-press indices were correlated with each academic 
criterion in the opposite direction, The less congruent the subject ' s  
CCI profile of needs was with the press , the better his academic 
achievement ,  
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Indices of expectation-press and need-press were correlated with 
high school rank, SAT Verbal and Mathematics scores ,  high school 
grade point average on Mathematics , English Composition and Phys ical 
Aptitude Test , Lauterbach and Vielhaber concluded that neither 
expectancy-press nor need-press measures aid appreciably in the 
prediction of freshman grades , Accurate anticipation of pres s  at 
West Point was a function of cognitive factors . Congruence between 
needs and press is associated with lesser academic achievement , 
With the . CCI Pervin ( 1968) compared perceptions of Princeton 
undergraduates with expectations held by accepted high school appli-
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cants ,  The Past Performance Questionnaire was used to measure students•  
expectations about their own performance at college , Expectations were 
accurate according to the relative distributions of press at Princeton , 
but inaccurate according to the amount of each press scale ,  A com­
parison of JO scales for expected press and perceived press indicated 
that students expected Princeton University to be intellectual , Seli­
expectations measured by the Past Performance Questionnaire were 
associated with actual academic performance , but students generally 
overestimated their level of performance , Demographic , intellectual 
and personality variables were related to differences in expectations , 
Shaw ( 1968)  used the CCA to determine "discrepancy" between 
expectations and perceptions , Comparing the 16 percent most accurate 
With the 16 percent least accurate , Shaw observed no significant 
dif'f erences in grade point average after one semester or three 
semesters between the two groups . When comparing the entire sample ,  
he found that a larger percentage of more accurate expectors remained 
in engineering and a larger percentage of inaccurate expe ctors 
transferred to other department s or dropped out . 
Using the CCI ' s  1 1  environmental factors Buckley ( 1 9?1 ) 
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examined the congruence or d issonance in transfer student expectations 
and compared t hem with upperclassmen perceptions . S ignificant 
relationship was found only for transfer students from the professional­
managerial-so c ioeconomic class between compatability of expectations 
with perceptions and grade po int average performance . 
Students . entering a univers ity anticipate more academic , 
intellectual , and aesthetic activities and experiences than are 
perce ived by students at that university . Entering stud ents simul­
taneously expect both a higher demand for achievement and a h igher 
opportunity for play than enrolled students experience . They describe 
an anticipated environment that has more opportunit ies for affiliation 
and nurturance and less opportunities for �gression . 'l'he importanc e  
of emotional expression and self-orientation in the college. is less 
than anticipated. .  Also , students put more emphasis on autonomy • 
. 
Finally , entering freshmen anticipate more planfulness than they are 
likely to f ind . 
The d irect ion of the differences between expected and actual 
enVironment are generally the same as those that appear when the college 
environment described by underclassmen is compared with the description 
of upperclassmen . ( Brewer, 1963 , Rowe , 1964; We iss , 1964) Lowerclassmen 
When compared with upperclassmen place a higher emphasis on academic and 
intellectual pursuit s ,  on achievement and effort in various a
reas , on 
helpfulness to others , emotionality and exhibitionism, 
change and 
planfulness , orderliness , and a lower emphasis on aggression . Research 
has not been able to determine whether these differences are due to 
( 1 ) differences in the immediate environment of under- and upper-classmen 
men, or ( 2) differential knowledge of the total environment in some 
systematic way. Upperclassmen who have been around longer may report 
perceptions more accurately • 
. Expectations and perceptions of the college environment have 
been measured with the CUES using similar designs . On all five scales , 
entering freshmen score higher than either students already at the 
school or than they themselves will score after being in college . 
(Pace , 1963 , 1966ai  Beroie , 1 966 , 1 967 ; Fisher, 1 966 ; Brown, 1 967; 
Pate , 1 970) When compared with the real environment , descriptions of 
entering. freshmen are higher ona 
( 1 )  Academic achievement , concern for scholarship, and interest · 
in knowledge and ideas . 
(2 )  Self-understanding , perceived involvement in  the world ' s 
problems and the search for personal identity and poetic meaning, 
(3) Personal status and practical benefits. 
(4) Friendliness ,  cohesion and group orientation on campus . 
( 5) Concern with politeness , protocol and consideration . 
Differences between lowerclassmen and upperclassmen are in the same 
direction as differences between expectations and perceptions , Lower­
classmen place higher emphasis on all five scales measured by the CUES 
Instrument ,  ( Berdie , 1966 , 1967 s Pate , 1970) 
Feldman and Newcomb ( 1969) generalized the results of seven
 
CCI studies comparing expected with actual college envir
onment using JO 
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scales of the CCI, Comparisons between expected. and actual environment 
yielded statistically different rank-order correlation coefficients 
ranging from , 30 to . 70 .  Students entering college a.re partially 
accurate about the relative distribution of demands and opportunities 
of their new environment , Some evidence indicates that these 
expectations are not altogether unpatterned and are more than random 
error, Stern ( 1966b) and Webb ( 1963) report that expectation� are 
•ore similar to each other than they are to distinctive characteristics 
of the college , These generalized, stereotyped and idealized images 
of college a.re consistent., regardless of reality at American colleges . 
These expectations have been referred to a.s the "freshman myth" or 
•transfer myth, 11 Stern ( 1969) compared freshmen expectations at four 
colleges with the norm CCI group . (F18ure 3) 
Many students experience culture-shock or value-shock, some 
•ore than others , Yet a certain degree of shock is not unexpected 
or undesired by students entering college .  A number of investigations 
have noted that young persons , either when thinking about college 
during high school or ber'ore entering college, expect and want to � 
change ,  (Silber, et al , ,  1961 1 Douvan and Kaye , 1962; Freedman, 1965) 
Perv1n ( 1966) sugges:ts that these unrealistic expectations have both 
accurate and inaccurate components . It is not unrealistic for a 
large percentage of students expecting to achieve high 1n college 
because past performance justifies high aspirations for mos
t of these 
•tUdents ,  For other individuals, their expectations may be a �unction 
of their needs , Dr. George Stern pointedly considers the need.a of 
•tUd.ents entering a university: 
. EJ.ewn CCI Env1ro1111ental Factors 
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Group Factor Score Profile Based On CCI Norms Upon 1993 Junior And Seniors Enrolled In 32 
Colleges Sampled In 1963 
Figure 3 . Freshman Expectations At Beloit College, Cazenovia College , Saint Louis Universi�7 � 
And Syracuse University In 1963 · 
· 
Miss Christine McGuire (University of Illinois ) s What happens 
to the deviate student in a small group who has ne�ds other than 
those which seem to be supported by the institutional philosophy? 
Dr, Stern s • • •  Students who end up in an institution that . 
is really antithetical to their needs , or who perceive the insti­
tution as antithetical to their needs , are kids who very often get 
into serious trouble , Suicides have been associated with this . 
Such students might very well have found a good measure of support 
in the environment if they had known where to go for it , or, more 
important , if anyone realized what they were trying to do . Instead, 
they feel isolated , They perceive the institution as being complete­
ly alien, as anything but meaningful to them, And they see them­
selves as isolates ,  as alienated individuals .  (Stern, 1965 , p ,  1,54) 
Chapter 3 
PROCEDURES AND DESIGN 
This chapter describes the procedures employed in the study 
for determining ( 1 )  the selection of the method , ( 2) selection and 
establishment of the sample , (3 )  sources of data, (4) development of 
the change score , ( 5) scoring of the data, and, (6) the design and 
methods employed in the analysis of the data. 
SELECTION OF A METHOD 
Since student expectations and perceptions are difficult to 
measure directly, an indirect method was used in this study. The 
student indicated on a standardized. written questionnaire his acceptance 
or rejection of statements describing his college environment. The 
comparison between a student 's  choice and his real expectations and 
perceptions of the environment provides a successful approximation of 
the relationship . 
Each student wa� individually administered the College Character-
istics Index (CCI) with modified instructions . 
SELECTION AND ESTABLISHMENT 
OF THE SAMPLE 
The population consisted. of all freshman students who had 
registered. for 12  semester hours or more for the fall semester, 1 971 ,  at 
South Dakota State University, Brookings , South Dakota. 
South Dakota State University is one of six f'our-year, 
coeducational institutions under the control of the Board of Regents of 
South Dakota. The admission policy of South Dakota State University is 
guided by the land-grant philosophy of providing " • • •  for all with 
the will and ability to learn • " The University services primarily' a 
llidwestern geographical region . Approximately 90 percent of the 
students are South Dakota residents . During the Fa.11 semester, 1971 , the 
Univers ity had an enrollment of approximately 5 ,839 full-time students , 
with 3 , 521 males and 2 , 318 females . The new freshman class was composed. 
of 852 males and ·?64 females . 
Prior to registration , a 14 percent random sample ,  stratified 
according to sex ,  was selected from the list of incoming students as 
published by the Student Services office . This sample size was chosen 
since it was felt that it would produce a sufficient number to provide 
meaningful data analysis of the perceptions , expectations and changes 
of students after one semester of university attendance . 
This sample of 230 incoming freshman students was contacted 
by letter {Appendix C) t�ugh their residence hall ad.dress three days 
Prior to registration for the Fall term, The sample was asked to 
complete the questionnaire during registration. All freshman students 
who are non-residents of Brookings are required to reside in the 
residence haJ.ls on or next to the campus . Approximately 93 percent of 
the freshman students live in the residence balls . 
During the two days of testing , 126 students ( 65 .maJ.es and 61 
females) completed the questionnaire . In addition, seven students ' 
results were eliminated due to incomplete or incorre
ct responses on the 
questionnaire .  Ninty-seven of the sample elected not to volunteer. 
The test was readministered. during the second semester. At 
that time, 10  of 1 26 students had not returned to the university. 
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Thus 1 16 students were contacted to participate in the read.ministration 
of the CCI . Four of these were eliminated by the investigator when 
it was determined. that they were transfer students living off-campus . 
An effort was made to sample a homogeneous population by type of resi­
dence and year of study. Only freshman students living on oampus were 
sampled . Ten freshman students elected not to volunteer . In all , 1 02 
students ( 53 males and 49 females) complet�d the read.ministered CCI. 
Each student who had participated in both test administrations 
was placed into one of three groups according to his grade point average 
performance for the first semesters high performer (4. 00 to 2 .81 ) , 
average performer ( 2 . 80 to 2 . 15) and low performer ( 2 . 14 to o . oo) . 
Each grade point average (GPA) group was subiivided according to sex. 
Nonparticipators were eliminated since a change score could 
not be determined . Nonparticipators were identified as students who had 
not participated in the read.ministration of the CCI . They included •  10 
non-returnees to the university, four transfers from other colleges 
living off-campus and 1 o who did not volunteer to participate. This 
group included. 1 2  male and 1 2  female students · 
Table 1 illustrates the number of _ 
students in each group. 
SOURCES OF DATA 
!!!,ministration of the CCI 
The CCI was administered in written form individually to 133 
freshman students registering for the Fall semester, 1971 • The 
Table 1 .  Sample Groups According To Sex GPA Per£ormance Pre-Post Test 
And Non-Participators 
Groups 
Male 
High Performers (111 ) 
Average Performers ( 2) 
Low Performers · ( J) 
Non-Participators {�) 
Total 
Feaale 
High Pertormers (f 1 ) 
Average Perf'ormers ( f 2) ' 
Low Performers (f 3) 
Hon-Participators (f 4) 
Total 
Gram Total 
Pre-Test 
Expectations 
Number 
17 
18 
18 
12 
65 
18 
15  
16 
12 
61 
126 
Post-Test 
Perceptions 
Number 
17 
18 
18 
SJ 
18 
15  
16  
49 
1 02 
70 
. 
investigator administered the instrument in all cases . · .The procedure for 
administration was identical for each case , Each student was given 
a pencil , test booklet and answer sheet and was asked to have a seat 
and to carefully read the instructions , The investigator emphas.ized 
that the results were to be used in a study and would not become a part 
of the student ' s  record , Students required approximately 40 to 60 
minutes to complete the 300 item questionnaire , 
The CCI instructions were modified , The modif ied · instructions 
asked students to state their expectations rather than perceptions , A 
measure of student expectations about South Dakota State University 
was determined by the instrument , A sheet with modified instructions 
was attached to the front page of the test booklet covering completely 
the orig
.
inal CCI instructions . (Appendix B )  A legend corresponding to · · 
the instruction sheet was placed at the top of each page inside the test 
booklet , (Appendix B)  Observations by the investigator showed that no 
student attempted to uncover the original instructions . 
The administration of the CCI was completed during the two 
days of registration prior to the first day of classes , Most students 
had been on campus three days before classes began . 
Read.ministrat ion of the CCI 
The follow-up administration of the CCI was during the s e cond 
semester between the d ates of February 29 to March 8 , 1 972 .  The 116 
students were contacted by letter to participate in the 
second phase of 
the st�dy . (Appendix c)  A:fter the third day of readministering the 
1n 
. . . 
t articipated was contacted by strument , each student who had not ye P · 
Ph Forty-four S�udent. s were contacted in this one by the investigator. 
manner. For most of these students there appeared to be a conflict 
?1 
in time s chedules . Arrangements were made for the students to take the 
questionnaire at t imes other than those listed in the letter malled to 
each student . For 13 students , the questionnaire and answer sheet were 
mailed to their residence hall and were returned within four days . 
Readministration of the CCI was completed by March 8 ,  1 972 .  
Other Sources of Data 
The grade point averages were obtained from the university ' s  
registrar records . A student ' s  GPA was used as the index of his academic 
performance and achievement as a college freshman for one s emester .  Non-
participators were eliminated as a group. 
Grade point averages of 102 students were ranked from 4.oo 
to o. oo and divided into three groups a upper third (4. 00 to 2 . 81 ) ,  
middle third ( 2 .80 to 2 . 15)  and lower third ( 2.14 to o.oo) . Students 
were accordingly identified as high performers ,  average performers and 
low performers . 
For each student who had participated in both administrations 
of the CCI , 11 factor change or . C-scores were obtained. . 
· DEVELOPMENT OF' THE C-SCORE 
Three studies have used the concept of 
"difference s core " in 
studying expe ctations , perceptions and press of college students . 
Lauterbach and Vielhaber (1966) derived a D-measure in o
bserving distance 
between expectations of the students and the p
ress of the college 
enVironment as well as between needs of t
he student a:nd the press of the 
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college environment . A D-statistic was calculated. between JO CCI scale 
_means for the compared groups . Buckley ( 1969, 1971 ) defined a total 
dissonance score or total disparity score as the sum of the real CCI 
JO scale score differences between expected environment and perceived 
environment . This was computed for each student by accumulating the 
actual amount he differed from the upperclass mean on each scale . 
Pate ( 1 970) measured the expectations and perceptions of college 
students with the CUES .  He measured absolute change on each scale by 
using t-tests for correlated means . The total number of items changed 
between expectation means and perception means was tallied. 
Scoring of the Data 
The absolute difference score in this study is the measure of 
difference or change irrespective of a key from an expectation response 
to perception response for each of the JOO items . Figure 4 (Appendix D) 
demonstrates how the C-score is computed £rom the answer sheet for one 
student on the first CCI scale . 
C-scores were summed into JO scales and 11  environmental factor 
scores . C-scores on 1 1  CCI factors were obtained for male and female 
�h perfomers , average performers and low performers. 
Each answ�r sheet containS JOO items , 10 items designated for 
each of JO scales . The student circled True (T) if' the item applied 
to his expectations or perceptions of the envir�nment or False (F) if 
the item did not apply. The ten items , identified by a number across 
the page on the answer sheet (1 , 31 , 61 , 91 , 151 , 181 , 21 1 ,  241 , and 
271)  constitute a scale which is identified by the firs
t number in that 
row, In this case , it is scale 1 ,  Abasement--Assurance , The first 
number for each scale down the answer sheet ( 1 , 2 ,  3 , 4, etc , ) 
corresponds to the alphabetical order of the 30 scales , (Appendix A) 
Methodological Cons iderations And Design 
Male and :female students were treated as separate groups . 
Previous research has demonstrated that expectations and pe�ceptions 
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of a college environment differ according to sex ,  (Stern, 1 9?0) The 
sample population was administered the CCI as soon as freshman students 
had arrived on campus for registration , An effort was made to· complete 
. 
administration of the CCI before the first day of class , Recent · research 
has pointed out the methodological error in measuring s tudent expectations 
after students have attended the first day of classes . (Feldman and 
Newcomb, 1 969) 
To measure change between expectation and perception of the 
university , one semester was selected as the intervening time period for 
the university environment to differentially alter the expectations of the 
sample poplllation , Stem ( 1970) observed that within a week after the 
first day of class , freshman expectations begin to change. 
A pre-post test design was selected to observe the_ intervening 
effect of the college environment , A pre-test is referred to as the 
measure of expectations , A post-test is referred to as the measure of 
perceptions .  
A posteriori method of grouping students wa.s selected to
 
determine GPA and sex effect on the derived difference s cores . The 
a priori method of grouping student expectations and observing their 
antecedent changes on GPA was determined to be less effective by the 
investigator due to the complexity of dealing with 1 1  independent 
measures . Applying the criteria of GPA and sex after the data on 
expectations and perceptions was gathered facilitated the hypothesis 
testing. 
GPA criterion was divided into three parts to provide a 
meaningful measure of differential treatment effect andl to include 
the entire sample of the population that had participated. in both 
administrations of the instrument , 
The research design analyzed treatment of GPA and sex on the 
C-scores . Pre- and Post-test administration presented the design for 
statistically deriving the C-scores , 
To avoid making a Type II methodological error of accepting 
the null hypothesis when the alternative is true , a . 10 level �f con­
fidence was selected as the basis for rej ecting the null hypothesis , 
The . 10 level of confidence is indicated for the C-score hypotheses . 
Kerlinger ( 1 965) demonst�ated that a stringent level of confidence may 
discard "really" s ignificant results in exploratory research. 
Analysis of the Data 
The basis for rejecting a hypothesis was the number of factors 
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found significantly different according to the criterion establ
ished by 
the two hypotheses . The 1 1  factors can be divided into two large groups a  
1 through 6 intellectual factors and 6 through 1 1 non-intellectual factors . 
Factor 6 is defined as falling within both groups . If three o
r more 
factors in one of two groups were found to be significantly differen
t 
the hypothesis would be rejected. If five or more of 1 1  factors were 
found to be significantly different , the hypothesis would be rejected . 
The analysis of variance (ANOVA) statistical procedure using 
the least-squares technique to account for unequal students per cell 
was applied to test the null hypotheses listed in Chapter 1 • ANOVA 
with a completely randomized factorial desi8n (CRF 23) analyzed 
C-scores for two sexes and three groups by GPA per.formance . The pro­
cedures and formulas for the preceding design and statistics are 
detailed. in Kirk - ( 1 968) .  
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Chapter 4 
FINDINGS 
Included in this chapter is a report of the research findings 
· and an analysis of freshman C-scores and their relationship to GPA and 
sex of the student.  
HYPOTHESIS 1 
There are no significant differences in the freshman change or 
C-score on the basis of the sex of the student • 
. 
ANOVA CRF 23 design (Tables 2 through 12) and mean responses 
(Table 13) showed significant differences on nine of 1 1  factors at the 
. 10 level of confidence . Table 14 illustrates the C-score means and 
atanda:rd deviations for the freshman sample , Table 1 5  and Figure .5 
illustrate the male a?Xi female significant differences, irrespective 
of GPA grouping,  on nine of 1 1  factors, Transforming the number of 
items changed for each factor into percentage of change , comparisons 
between males and females were made . Table 16 illustrates this by 
presenting male ,  female and overall percentage C-score changes , Ir­
�spective of GPA grouping ,  males experienced a greater change than 
fellal.es between expectations and perceptions on nine of 1 1  factors. 
SiaUarly, males experienced a greater percentage of change than females 
on nine of 1 1  factors. 
Therefore , the hypothesis was rejected.  
Table 2 .  ANOVA CRF 23 Of Factor 1 Aspiration Level 
Source SS df MS 
1 A (Sex) 27 .48 1 27 . 48  
2 C (GPA) 47 .48 2 23 . 72 
3 AC 50 .45 2 25 . 22 
4 Within Cell 1408 . 81 96 ·- 14. 66 
5 Total 1534 . 18  101 
***p < . 01 
**p ( . 05 
*p ( . 10  
· Table 3 .  ANOVA CRF 23 Of Factor 2 Intellectual Climate 
Source SS df MS 
1 A {Sex) 168 .89 1 168 . 89 
2 C (GPA) 17 . 63 2 8 . 81 
3 AC 87 . 06 2 43 . 53 
4 Within Cell 2209. 07 96 23 . 01 
5 Total 2382 . 63 101 
***p < . 01 **p < . 05 
*p ( . 10 
77 
F 
1 .87 
1 . 61 
1 .72 
F 
7 . 34*** 
. • 38 
1 .87 
Table 4.  ANOVA CRF 23 Of Factor 3 Student Dignity 
Source SS df MS 
1 A (Sex) 27 .48 1 27 .48 
2 C (GPA) 1 2 . 66 2 6 .:n 
3 AC 2 . 31 2 1 . 15 
4 Within Cell 1242 . 31 96 1 2 . 94  
s Total 1264 .76 101 
***p < . 01 
**p < . 05 
*p ( . 10  
Table 5 .  ANOVA CRF 23 Of Factor 4 Academic Climate 
Source SS df 
1 A (Sex) 27. 35 1 27. 35 
2 C (GPA) ? . 39 2 3 . 69 
3 AC 18 . 33 2 9 . 16  
4 Within Cell 732 . 12 96 7. 63 
5 Total 782 . 79 101 
***p < . 01 
**p < . 05 
*p � . 10 
F 
2 . 1 2  
.48 
. oa 
F 
3 . 58* 
.48 
1 . 20 -
·· -
Table 6.  ANOVA CRF 23 Of Factor 5 Academic Achievement 
Source SS df MS 
1 A (Sex) 135 . 66 1 135. 66 
2 C (GPA) 28 . 07 2 14.03 
J AC 25.17 2 12 . 58  
4 Within Cell 2097 . 15 96 21 . 84  
5 Total 2286. 05 101 
***p (. . 01 
**p (' . 05 
*p < .• 10 
Table 7 .  ANOVA CRF 23 Of Factor 6 Self Expression 
Source SS df MS 
1 A (Sex) 99. 63 1 99. 63 
2 C (GPA) 17 . 36 2 8 . 68  
3 AC 33 .86 2 16. 9
3 
4 Within Cell 1458 . 94 96 1 5. 19 
s Total 1609. 79 101 
***p < . 01 **p ( . 05 *p < . 10 
?9 
F 
6. 21** 
. 64  
. 57 
F : . . .  
6. 55** 
. 57 
1 . 1 1  
Table 8 . ANOVA CRF 2:3 Of Factor 7 Group Life 
Source SS df 
1 A (Sex) 47 . 98 1 
2 C (GPA) 7 . 7J 2 
J AC 11 . 92 2 
4 Within Cell 1260 . 04 96 
5 Total 1:3?7 . 67 101 
***p < . 01 **p <  . 05 *p < . 10 
MS 
47. 98 
) . 86 
5. 96 
1J. 1 2  
Table 9 .  ANOVA ORF 23  Of Factor 8 Academic Organization 
Source SS df MS 
1 A (Sex) 120 . 19 1 120 . 19 
2 C (GPA) 70 . 56 2 J5. 28 
3 AC 47 . 68  2 23.84 
4 Within Cell 2285.40 96 2J .80 
s Total 2523 .8) 101 
***p < , 01 
**p ( . 05 
*p <. . 10  
80 
F 
J . 66* 
. 29 
. 45 
F 
5 . 05** 
1 ,48 
1 . 00 
Table 1 0 .  ANOVA CRF 2 3  Of Factor 9 Social Form 
Source SS df 
1 A {Sex) ao . oo 1 
2 C (GPA) 1J . 14 2 
3 AC 18 . 02 2 
4 Within Cell 2120 . 03 96 
5 Total 2231 . 19 101 
***p < , 01 
**p < . 05 
*p < . 1 0  
Table 1 1 , ANOVA CRF 23 Of Factor 1 0  Play-Work 
Source SS df 
MS 
so . oo 
6 . 51 
9. 01 
22 . 08 
MS 
1 A (Sex) 1 14, 04 1 114. 04 
2 C (GPA) 44. 02 2 22. 01 
3 AC 38 , 38 2 19. 19 
4 Within Cell 1447 . 31 96 15,
07 
5 Total 1 64J . 75 101 
***p ( . 01 
**p < . 05 
*p ( . 10 
81 
F 
:3 .  621'" 
. 29 
.41 
F 
7 , 56*** 
1 ,46 
1 . 27 
Table 12 .  ANOVA CRF 23  Of Factor 1 1  Vocational Climate 
Source SS df MS 
1 A (Sex) 88 . 08 1 88 . 08 
2 C (GPA) 59. 91 2 29. 95 
3 AC 7 . 34 2 3 . 67 
4 Within Cell 1443 . 95 96 15. 04 
5 Total 1599 ,28 101 
***p < . 01 
**p < . 05 
*p < · 10 
82 
F 
5. 85** 
1 . 99 
. 24 
Table _ 1J.  CRF 23 Generated · Means For 1 1  Factor. Cha.l1ge Scores 
Factor Total Sex (A) GPA ( C) 
Male Female High Average Low 
1 Aspiration Level 1 2 . 29 1 2 . 81 1 1 . 77 1 1 . 61 1 2 . 05 1 3 . 22 
2 Intellectual Climate 1,5 . 14 16 .43 lJ .8.5 14. 59 1 5 . 60 1.5 . 24 
, 
3 Student Dignity 9 . 21 9 . 72 8 . 68  8 . 95 9 . 71 8 . 96 
4 Academic Climate 6. 69 7 . 20 6 . 17  6 .45 6 , 55 7 . 06 
5 Academic Achievement 19 . 14 17 . 29 14. 98 15 . 14 16 .  71 16 . 26 
6 Self Expression 1 2 . 51 1 3 . 50 1 1 . 52 1 2 . 1 1  1 3 . 08 1 2 . 33 
7 Group Life 1 1 . 73 12 .42 1 1 . 05 1 1 .49 1 1 . 59 12 . 1 1  
8 Academic Organization 18 . JO 19 . 39 1 7 . 21 17 . 13 18 . 99 18 . 76 
9 Social Form 15. 08 15 .96 14. 18 - 14. 66 15 . 02 1 .5 . 53 
10  Play-Work 10 . 00 1 1 . 06 8 . 94  9 . 12  1 0 . 69 1 0 . 19  
1 1 Vocational Climate 16 . 18 1 7 . 11 1'5 .  2.5 15 . 39 17 . 23 15 . 92 
()) \.,,) 
Table 1 J .  CBF 2J Generated · Means For 1 1  Fact.or Change Scores (continued.) 
Factor (Sex) Male Female Male Female Male Female 
(GPA) High High Average Average Low Low 
1 Aspiration Level 1 2 . 00 1 1 . 22 1 3 . 50 1 0 . 06 1 2 . 94  13 . 50 
2 Intellectual Climate 16 .41 1 2 . 78 17 . 67 1 3 . 53 1 5 . 22 15 . 25 
3 Student Dignity 9 . 29 8 . 61 1 0 . 22 9 . 20 9 . 67 8 . 25 
4 Academia Climate 7 . 12 5 , 78 7 , 50 5 , 60 7 . 00 7 . 12 
5 Academia Achievement 1 6 . 88 14. 00 18 . 27 1 5 . 1 3  1 6 . 72 15 .81 
6 Self' Expression 1 3 . 00 11 . 22 14. 83 1 1 . 33 1 2 . 67 1 2 . 00 
7 Group Lite 1 1 . 71 1 1 . 28 12 .44 1 0 . 73 1 3 . 1 1 1 1 . 12 
8 Academic Organization 1 7 . 82 16 .44 21 . 06 1 6 , 93 19 . 28 18 . 25 
9 Social Form 1 5. 06 14. 28 16 ,44 1 3 , 60 19 , 39 14, 69 
10 Play-Work 9, 35 8 , 89 12 . 39 9 , 00 1 1 ,44 8 . 94 
11 Vocational Climate 16 . 06 14. 72 18 , 06 16 ,40 1 7 , 22 14, 62 � 
Table 14 . C -Score Means And Standard Deviations For Freshman Sample 
And Number Of It.ems Per Factor On 11  Factors 
Factor Means Standard Items 
D eviations 
1 Aspiration Level 12 . 29 3 .a 40 
2 Intellectual Climate 15 . 14 4.7 .50 
3 Student ·Dignity 9_.21 ' · '  30 
4 Academic Climate 6.69 2.7 20 
5 Academic Achievement 16. 14 4.6 sa 
6 Self Expression 12 .51 3.8 40 
7 Group Life 11 .73 3 .6 . 40 
8 Academic Organization 18. )0 4.8 60 
9 Social Form 15. 08 4. 6 50 
10 Play-Work · 10 .00 ).8 40 
11 Vocational Climate 16.18 3 .a 50 
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Table 15 . C-Score Means For Male And Female Groups On 1 1  Factors 
Factor Male Mean Female Mean 
1 Aspiration Level 12 .81 1 1 . 77 
2 Intellectual Climate 16.43*** 1 3 . 85*** 
3 Student Dignity 9.73 a . 69 
4 Academic - Climate 7 . 21* 6 . 17* 
5 Academic Achieve ent 17. 29** 14. 98** 
6 Self' Expression 13 . 50** 1 1 . 52** 
7 Group Life 12.42* 1 1 . 05* 
8 Acadeaic OrganiZation 19. 39** 17 . 21** 
9 Social Form 1 5.96* 14. 19* 
10 Play-Work 11 . 06*** 8 . 94*** 
1 1  Vocational Climate 17. 11* 15. 25* 
Significant Difference Between Sex 
***p < . 01 
**p < . 05 
*p ( . 10 
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Table 16 ,  Percent Of Items Changed On �ach Of 1 1  Factors For Overall 
Male And Female Groups 
Factor Items Overall Mala Female 
1 Aspiration Level 40 30 .a 32 . 3 29.4 
2 Intellectual Climate so 30. 3 J2 . 9**  27. 7*** 
3 Student Dignity JO 30.7- 32.4 28 .8 
4 Academic Climate 20 33 . 5 36.0* 30 .8* 
5 Academic Achievement .50 32. 3 34 • .5** 29. 9** 
6 Sal£ Expression 40 31 . 2 :n . B** 28. 9** 
? Group Life 40 29.3 J0 .2* 27 . J* 
8 Academic Organi.Zation 60 30 . 5 32 . 3** 28. 6** 
9 Social Form 50 30 . 1 31 . 9*  28 . 4* 
10 Pl.ccy'-Work 40 25. 0  27 .4
*** 22 . J*** 
11 Vocational Climate so 32.3  34. 2* J0 . 5* 
Significant D ifference Between Sex 
***p < . 01 
**p < .os 
*p < . 10 
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Number Of Items Per Each Factor 
So 30 20 50 40 40 60 so 40 so 
20 
19 
18 
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15 
14 
1J 
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• • • • •  Female 
4 
) 
2 
1 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 . 10 1 1  
Factors 
Figure .5 • C ..Score Means For Males And Females On 
11 Factors 
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HYPOTHESIS 2 
There a.re no significant differences in the freshmam change or 
C-score on the basis of GPA grouping. 
ANOVA CRF 23 design (Tables 2 through 12) showed no significant 
differences on the basis of GPA grouping for any of the 1 1  factors . 
The hypothesis was not rejected. 
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Chapter 5 
DISCUSSION 
Concept of C-Score 
The results of this study provided support for the theoretical 
and practical formulations underlying the concept of C-score . The 
conceptual basis of C-score as a measure of change in a pre-post test 
design has been supported . Significant changes between sexes can be 
more easily observed and more practically discussed when t�rms such as 
distance , degree or amount of change are used , The impact or effect of 
an environmental change such as changes in residence hall arrangements , 
construction of a new library, implementation of a tutorial program, 
etc . , can be assessed directly by observing the amount of change 
irrespective of a keyed instrument . A more accurate before and after 
measure is derived . 
There appear to be two alternatives in measuring change . The 
investigator or administrator can observe change using the keyed 
instrument responses or tallying absolute item-per-item change . If' a 
Value system of a college corresponds to the keyed ''correct" responses 
. . 
of an· assessment instrUment , a keyed response from the student population 
is the natural alternative , This approach also facilitates inter-institu-
t1on comparisons . However, if the absolute degree , amount , or extent of 
change is to be assessed irrespective of a correct or incorrect response, 
the .0-score concept provides such an analysis . 
Discussion of Results Using C-score 
The C-score revealed no significant differences between GPA 
groups and between male and/or female GPA groups . GPA crit.erion was 
not related to C-score mean responses . The results of this study 
indicate that absolute changes between expectations and perceptiona of 
a university environment are not related to GPA performance . 
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The C-score revealed considerable changes between freshman 
expectations and later perceptions of �he university environment accord­
ing to sex of the student . In comparing male and female e�ectat ion• 
perception change , males · changed more than females , Table 1 5 . and Figure 
5 demonstrate that males , irrespective of GPA grouping, changed more 
than females for 1 1  factors . Freshman expectations changed about 30 
percent , 
A considerable amount of research has demonstrated d ifferences 
between freshman male and female values , attitudes , goals and aspira· 
tions . (Feldman and Newcomb , 1 970a) There appears to be little research 
to either support or ·refute implications behind expectat ion-perception 
differential change according to sex of student . Further study is 
necessary before any conclusions can be drawn . 
Freshman Myths 
Considerable evidence demonstrated that freshman students 
entering South Dakota State University have illusory, mythical or 
unrealistic expectations about their college environment . In
coming 
students are partially accurate about the relative distr
ibution of the 
demands and opportunities within the university, but ar
e inaccurate about 
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the extent or amount of these experiences , The changes between expecta­
tions and perceptions are s imilar across 1 1  factors . 
Once a student becomes a part of a college community his expec­
tations are put to a te st , · Students will find their expectations inac­
curate , Now reality tests their abili�y , motivation and luck . - rt - has 
been suggested that colleges select students more effectively than 
students select colleges , To a great degree , the students ' criteria 
have been demonstrated to be questionable , The university ' s  criteria 
are usually obj ective facts , Apparently there needs to be �ore inter­
changing and communication between the two . Drop-out rates , �xpressed 
dissatisfaction , protest movements , under-achievement , etc , , suggest 
this type of relationship between student and college . 
Freshman student expe ctations about South Dakota State Univer­
sity are based on both knowledge and hope , with perhaps a tinge of 
fantasy . The unrealistic aspect of student expectations is perhaps 
their failure to account adequately for the shift in the distribution 
of rewards and talents in the new environment ,  While students apparently 
"know" they are entering a more competitive environment , educationally 
and socially ,  this is not taken into account completely enough . Students 
entering college
-
are usually higher achieving and higher performing 
students from the ir high schools , 
It also may be that what freshman students describe their univer-
sity to be ,  then ,  is what they expe ct the university to do for them . The 
expectations may not be so much what students desire in a college as what 
they believe is suppo sed to be going on in college . 
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IMPLICATIONS 
The change from expectations to perceptions has concerned many 
social rehabilitative agenc ie s .  The culture shock o r  value shock 
experienced by incoming students may be a psychologically d ifficult 
adjustment to make . Some students are shocked more than others . The 
particular background and personality of the student and his ability to 
cope with the unexpe cted college environment may or may not be propor­
tional to th� extent of that shock . Yet ,  a certain d egree of s ho ck is 
not unexpected or undesired both by the student and the university • . 
I£ the environment of a college merely duplicates the home , 
the high s chool and the community from which the students come , l ittle 
change during the college years might be expected except for the 
"maturational " development that would occur whether or not one went 
to college .  The bas ic que stion then becomes this s How much discon­
tinuity or incongruence is the college environment willing to bring 
to bear upon the student population? Does the college administrator 
I 
and faculty member know how much change is desired �  what the obj � ctive 
is and what the student expectations and limits are? South Dakota S tate 
University incoming freshman students expected more intellectual and 
nonintellectual experiences . Would freshman students have applied to 
South Dakota State University if their expectations were more realist
ic? 
" A very intere sting corollary to this was observed by Stern 
(1969) . The only group found on campus that shares the freshman myth 
is the administrat ion . 
(Stern ,  1 969 , p . 1 76) 
"Evidently both read the same 11 t erature • . 
" 
College catalogues co�espond po
orly with CCI 
profiles obtained from upperclassmen but correspond ve-ry well with 
profiles based on freshman expectations . The new student arrives with 
great expectations reinforced by everyone he meets initially save the 
_curious , general upperclassman or faculty member whom he will not 
likely know soon enough. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
The delineations of this study together with the findings of 
the research
.
suggest several possible areas or avenues of further 
investigation. 
1 .  Experimental manipulation of the environment can be 
assessed more accurately in a bef ore-a.fter (pre-post) design using 
two kinds of measure jointly • a keyed instrument with value implica-
tions based on norms or theoretical constructs , and an absolu�e 
difference comparison . using change or C-scores . 
2 . Considerable research and generated practical imp1ications 
can be derived by comparing expectations and/or perceptions and absolute 
changes by holding other variables constant , such as sex, HSGPA , HSR, 
ACT scores ,  years of schooling desired and socio-economic level. , . 
3 . Before assessment and pract·ical implement! ve changes are 
made from evtluating comparisons between freshman responses and norm 
CCI group or expectations of other colleges , it is suggested that the 
CCi be self-administered to demonstrate clearly one ' s  own expectations 
and. perceptions . Thus the criteria for any change in the environment 
Will be the same for student and change agent . 
4 ,  The results provide impl ications for high school 
counselors and college admiss ions personnel . . These implications 
include the possibility that students ' expectations are unrealistic 
and will change about JO percent . Also , male students '  expectations 
will change more than females .  Closer observation of this phenomena 
seems imperative s ince differential changes between sexes have not 
been fully researched . More so , what responsibility do counselors 
have in d isseminating "accurate " information about college s  to 
students who have "ina�curate " expectations? 
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5 . Cons iderable . t ime . and effort sh�uld be utilized determining 
whether or not changes in expe ctations are crucial to the development 
of students as determined by university goals . Is the amount of change 
and d irection of change from freshman expectations to perceptions 
consistent with university obj ectives dire ctly stated and indirectly 
inferred? 
6.  To determine the congruence between students ' accomplishments 
and university obj ectives , students ' expectations rather than perceptions 
should be considered first. The university does not establish programs 
.!!!, vacuo , · Yet to determine new developments according to present 
functioning of the s tudent body defeats the purpose s ince students may 
have expected something else . To compare perceptions and performanc e  
of students with obj ectives of the university leaves out student 
expectations and sat isfactions . Student satisfaction with fulfilled
 
expectat ions may increase motivation to achieve university o
bjectives . 
Initial expectations describe more accurately what 
students want and 
desire from the university . Defining expectations of the stu
dent 
enhances defining his performance and objec�ives of the university. 
7 .  Administration and faculty perception of the college 
environment determine to a great extent their role and function in the 
development and education of students . What are those perceptions , 
irrespective of vague feelings , biased catalogues and unreliable 
university/stud�nt publications? More importantly, what a.re the 
ad.ministration 's  and faculty expectations of incoming students? 
Possibly the expectations of incoming __ students coincide with the 
expectations - of administration and not with the faculty. Even more 
possible , perceptions of the college environment do not coin�ide with 
perceptions of faculty or perceptions of administration. Matching 
seems more conducive for development and growth in the university. 
8 ,  Different expectations and perceptions exist for different 
levels or groups within the university community. Considerable 
interaction is dependent upon these expectations and perceptions ,  
Possible combinations to observe are s student with faculty, student 
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with administration ,, freshman, sophomores , juniors and seniors ,  
undergraduates with graduates , part-time students with full-time students , 
graduates with drop-outs , and Engineering College with Liberal Arts 
College . 
9. Students who attend college for more semesters perceive the 
college environment differently each semester. The direction of 
changes in perception between underclassmen and upperclassmen is the 
same as between incoming freshmen expectations and their later perceptions . 
It can be expected. that the freshmen perception profile of South Dak
ota 
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State U niversity is d ifferent than upperclassmen perception profile . 
A more definitive assessment of the undergraduate population is needed . 
One can only hypothesize what upperclassmen perceive . But if South 
Dakota State University is l ike most other universities , upperclassmen 
perceive less of each factor than freshmen perceive . 
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APPENDIX A 
C-OLLEGE CHARACTERISTICS INDEX 
George G. Stern 
C. Robert Pace 
There are 300 statemen ts i n  this booklet. They are statements about college U.. 
They refer to t he curricu lum, to college teaching and classroom octiv::ties,. to rules and 
regu lations and policies, to stude nt orgQn izations a nd activities and inter�sts, fo feotures 
of the campus, etc. The statements may or may not be characteristic of your calege, 
beca u se col leges differ fro m  one a nother in many ways. You a re to decide which slate-. 
ments ore c haracteristic of your col lege and which are not. Your a nswers should ... '-S 
what you believe the college is l ike ra ther than what you might perv.>noHy pref«.. You 
won't know the answer to ma ny of these statemen ts, because there may not be ony ·NCJIJy 
defi nite information on which to base your o n�wer. Your response will simply meaai lhal 
in yo ur opinion the statement is probably true or probably false about 70ur ceae,._ 
Do not omit any item. 
DIRECTIONS 
On the special answer sheet print your name, a nd the other infocma­
tion requested. Then, as you read each statement in the bociklet, 
blacken space 
T-when you think the statement i!, ge nera lly TRUE or charaderistic 
of the college, is something which occurs or m ight occur, is the way 
people tend to feel or ad. 
f-when you think the statement is generally FALSE tir not cha� 
istic of the college, 1s someth i ng which is not likely to occur, is ftOI 
the way people typica l ly feel or od. 
DIRECTIONS FOR USING NCS ANSWER SHEET 
The rows of response circlt-s are numbered to correspond to 
the items in the Test Booklet. Each question 111ay lie -­
swered eit�r (!)or ® 
In marking your an�wers on the Answer Sheet. make .... 
that the number cf the State!llent is the same as the nuabs 
on the Answer Sheet. Be sine to answer either © or E) lar 
evety Statement. 
• Be sure to us" a r2� or softer writiac peac:iL 
• Do N ot Use Bal l Point « Ink.. 
* K� your Answer Sheet Cleaa. 
• Do r.ot make stray rnarkL 
• Erase errors completely. 
• Fill the circle completelJ. 
1 1 1  
Legnad: ·r - True. C'�11ly tine or ci1ar:ictrristie ot tl1c cullr>!t-, is somdlaing whida 
occurs or mii;it occur, is the way fl<'OPM' lc:od to fed ur act. 
F - False. Cenerally false _or not ch:madcristic of thr colkf!C, is somctMns 
whid1 is nut likely to OC\:ur, is n:it the.- war pt->oplc t)pc:illy feel 
Ol' act. 
1. Students :ire c.-ncour:ij?ed to criliciz.e administrative 
policies and 1l'.1chinp: practices. 
2. The t.'Ompctition for grndt"s Is intense. 
3. In many courses itTade lists are publicly ported. 
4. There :ire no fr:iternilies or sororities. 
5. Students are conscientious about taking goOd care of 
school property. 
6. The stu<l<'nts here represent a great variety in nab'On­
ality, religion and social status. 
7. Mo�1 courses are very well or!!aniud and progress 
syst<"matically from wf'elc to "'eek. 
8. Professors often try to prqrolce arguments in class, the 
livelier the Letter. 
9. Students address faculty m4mlbers as •professor• or 
-doctOI'. 
10. There is a recognized group or student leaders on this 
campus. 
1 1 .  Student pep rallie�. parades, dances, carnivals OI' 
demonstrations occur very rarely. 
1 2. Studcn\s here lc;irn that the)' are not only eJ:pectcd 
to dc\·clop ideals but also to express them in action. 
13. Discmsions get quite heated, \\ith a lot of display of 
feeling. 
14. TI1ere is a lot of interest here in student theatrical 
groups. 
15. Muny fomous people are bronght to the campus for 
lectures, conl-erls, student discussions, etc. 
16. Thf'1" is an f'Xt<"mive pr�'Tam of intramural sports 
and informal athletic acth'ilit'S. 
17. Manv of the social science professors are actively en­
gaged in research. 
18. Jn most da
,
sses there is very lillle joking and laughing. 
19. ltK't'ptious, teas, or fonnal c!an<.-cs :ue seldom given 
here. 
!?.O. Many upperclassmen pl.iy ;in acth·e role in helping 
r10:"• �tudc•nts adjust to campus life. . 
2 1 .  l'\o one nci:c!s to be :ifraid or expressing extreme or 
unpopuhtr \'iC"wpoints in this scbooL 
22. ln many das�s stndt"nts have on assigned sc:at. 
23. St11d,·11t� rc·ally gel cxcitN1 :it an athletic contest. 
24. It's important scx:inlJ!>' here to be in the right club or 
group. 
2.5. Boob dealing with p�yd10lo!!ical problems or penon­
al v:illl('s are widdy read :ind disc.'UliSeCi. 
26. Tht> lihTary is t·i.c't'ption;,lJy well .-quippal '!ritla jou.'P­
nals, J.>N"i•Mh-;iJ�. :ind L<wKs iu the natur.al -llCielaclls 
27. On 11i<--e day� many dj.._� meet OL>tckG'S - the tr--.. 
�- Tltc·rc is lots of informal datin� durinr; 1iie w«i:- at 
the lihr:ir;-, sn.1d.; bar, lll<Wft'$, etc:. 
29. Stuckuts oltm }1dp ot1t- oinother with.tharlr:sams. 
30. There i:c 2 lot of t•mph:ms on � b ·ga6ate 
work. 
3 J .  RL'!Jd1•11t stnJt'Tlts must �et •Titten � a.  be 
away from tht' c:.nnpus �"'-'Dligbt. 
32. It is fair!).· easy to � aKnt c0unes wi6aat ..lm1 
\'t'I)' hard. 
33. Studt·nt o�:mi7.'ltio1u ·are dost'lr � -le  ...,d 
ai::iiust mh1alcn.. · 
3-a. There is a lot of group 1pirit. 
35. Most people hrre � to he esptriaDy cmsideale ol 
ot�rs. 
36. CouTSCS, eumin:ations, and readings - fiC!IJllall)J 
revisnl. 
37. lnstn1t_1ors clearl)· explam the goals aw.I �  al 
their L'OW"SCS. 
38. \\'"hen '>htd'?llts do not li"-e an a� <lr:d­
si0t1, th<'y rt':Llly wurk to grl it chan� 
39. Many studc.·nt' try to �trm themsrh'Cs after )lllllple 
the,· admire. 
40. Stu�lent l'lt'l.1ions i:enn:ate a lot ol iaa- � 
ing ;mo strong feeling. 
4 1 .  Students and faculty :art" JXuud of thcir � 
IM"SS and th.-ir rt'Sist:mct• lo plc.•;id<-rs f.,.- � ca5eL 
42. Most student� �ct rxtrf,1ndy ten� duringeam -pailds. 
43. StudC11ts put :i lot of erJnRV into � -� do  
- in class and out. 
44. \Vhf'n students nm a pojcd « put OD a t1low ewry­
body kno\\ S a�d it. 
45. Students spend a lot er time pJa.-1ning thGratn!IL 
46. Initiations and class ri\-:Jrics -.et.iJnes 9'=l a liaJe 
rough. 
41. Tht' school ofJrrs many opportunilit'S far llba&.ls to 
11nd.·rst;111d and critic:itt unportant worb ii.art • ..sic. 
and dzama. 
48. XC'w fads and pl� � cotitinuaDy � lip 
amoli� the sbuk.-nts. 
49. Str1<lents lake a g,-e:it dt_'a) of pride in Deir ,_al 
appe:uance. 
50. "J"ht're an• cou.-ses -a·hid. invoh"f �lJ b:p ._ slam 
ar�a.s. wrlfarf" :Jitc.'"Pcies. or simi1u er� -wida -'es-­
privilef!cd prople. 
Pap i 
11 2  
� 
Lrcmd: T - Troe. Crnt"r.illy lme or chm;\ctcristic of the oollct;l'. is Sc>mcthlnft wluch 
occur� or mi�ht occur, is the way people tend to fod OJ' act. . 
F - False. Ce1wrallr fal!ie or not char.ictcristic uf the collC")fl'. ls somcthinc 
which i�  not likely to OCCtJr is nnt the way pco11le typiC1.lly fed 
or :ict. 
51. The v.1111es mm't strr.sst'd hi!re are or..m·min<ledness 
and ohjectivitr. 
S!. St1Klt·11ts mmt h.·we a written Cll.C1JSC1 for :.�nee 
from cl.lSS. 
Sl. 11ic hi� 1:ullq:e 1." c1\t.s draw n lot of uudcnt entlm�i­
-.n :u1J support. 
St. ni.:r� arc psyl·holrn..')' courses whidt dc�11 in a prae­
tic:s I w:.iy wi� h pPr•.in;al adj 11stme11t and hu man 
a"-tious. 
SS. TbNt: wm11<l lw u c-1��1!"it� :w1iimcc for a !f>eture by 
aa 011t�t;111tli11;;1. i•!iilHMIJ•lu·r O' tlh'olo1o:i.m. 
5a. Whm st11dt•11ts J't't to�etl1l'r tht:)' sck:mn talk about 
• lrien<.'e. 
ST. 
:sa. 
SQ. 
a>. 
81. 
.4'?. 
83.. 
&I. 
Go;. 
-
tf1. 
68. 
.ft 
1'1 
7J. 
72. 
73. 
7.C. 
7S.. 
no collt-ge has invested vt'ry lilt le iii dr.ima and ci:mtt. 
SluJ..,it JtalherinJt pl-.ces are trpical1y active and 
way. 
T1u.-n- i� a stud�t 'ln.·111 fond wl1ich is very helpful 
IDr minor ernt·ri:t•f\Cic5.. 
�- "':hool is uut,.,t.mdinl! for the emphasis :md sup­
pvrt it �i\lcs to ,.,ure S(.h11l.1rshir and liasic n·st•an·h. 
Stw.knts urc sdclnm '"'Pt w.1itinJ,! when tl 1  .. v hn\'e 
ap('IC'lintml'nts with fa<., 1Jt r mt:mbers. 
�u"t t.·ourSl'S n'<1uire inlru•in� �tml�· and preparation 
Otlt or duss. 
Stndt·1tl5 • .are rxp."t.-tc'll to 11l:iy hr!cl,.:<-. p:oll, howl 
�t·tht•r, etc., n�anllt:ss of im!ivitl11.il .;1o;ilJ. 
Tht•rn are many nrrortrn1itk� for �tudcnts to p:et 
eoitt·th.-r in f'llln1-c:11ml·11br :wthiti1•s. 
)fo�t st11<h•11ts sl1uw .a i:uJt.I c.lt�..i l  nf l':tnt ion :ind �li­
c.intn>I in thdr hd1;nior. 
Tlk·rt" an· 111.111)' stuJcnts from w:J .. ly dilfcr('l 1t gco-
KJ11Jlhit' rcp:iuns. . 
A lot or �111Jt•11IN who J.!l't iu�t pa.csill:? ::r:-ulcs at mid­
knn rt�1lly 1r1akr. ru\ c.-tfort to cam a hi!(her l!radc hy die t"11d of th<.> ll'rm . 
P�plc here really play to win, not 1ust for the fun 
.il the g;1me. 
Rrlip:i"'1s worship here !ifrc•sscs sc:�·il·e to Cod and 
ebedil:'n<:c to f lis bws. 
St11dt·nts arc cxpc"l.-ted to l'l'{J<lrt .my viofation of rules 
xid r�ulatinns. . 
J.bny studt...,tls here <k\'1.!kip a stronp: sense or respon· 
.s:ihiliiy :.1l10ut tlwir rnle in ccmtemporary social and 
poL�l life. 
"lbc.- w..i.y pcopfo fr't"f around here is alw:1ys pretty 
eviJent. 
FC"w stmlt·nts h1·rc ,.·ot1ld cvt'1' work or pl:1y to the 
point oi exh:m�tio•'. . . 
Studc·nts have ma11y oppor111nitirs to d<'vdop slsll in 
mganizi1oit and dirc"<:tini: the work of others. 
Mo.'lt stm1t:nts w1111ld rq::inl mount .. in-climhi•1,::. nri::· 
� t".imping trip�. cw c.l1fri11S: a car .all niJ!ht as pretty 
"1intlaa. 
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";'6. Fire drills nre held in student dorm!torie1 and 
residences. 
77. A lt'<.'turc �· an onlnanding liter.try critic wun1d be 
poorly attemll'd. 
i8. Many infonn�J student adivities are unplanned :and 
5ponlant.'Ous. 
i9. Pui.1c anJ sophistit".1tion an.· highly respC"Cted by both 
st11J,·11ts 1md faculty. 
80. '.\lost stmll•rtts lwrt• \\'Ou!cl not want prts (do!{s. c:its, etc. ) eVt..'ll if tlw:v \\'t.TC? allowt'd to have. tlM.'ln. 
�) . '.\lust fat:ulty 11w111bws arc liher:il in iute:t;n:tinit 
rl'i;:ulati()ns and trt>ut viulatioos with u1ML.TSt.mdi11g 
and toler:mc..-e. · 
8.2. Student papers and rl'ports :nust he neat. 
83. There :ire lots of <lances, t>artit'!;, and social a(.-tivitics. 
84. '.\l:anr t.'t111rscs stn-ss the Sp<'<."1 1fative or abstr..ict rath­
er than the <.'011crelc •md tau�ible. 
8.5. Then• .arc ma11y faciJities and opport1mities for lndi· 
vidual crNtivc ;&liivity. 
86. .\ 14'l'I urt• h!>' an oub1•m<liug �dentist would be. poorly 
att!.'ndt'<I. 
Bi. St11clt"11t n>oms :ire more likclv to lw df-corated wirh 
p.·1111:111ts ;md pin·up� tha11 \\:itlr poaiutings. c::uvingi1. 
moh1 lt·s. fabrks, l.'tc. 
88. Mn,1 students hl'l'c really enjoy darn:ing. 
89. The l'k'rvm wlio is always tryi11.i: to �lwlp �1t� ls lik� 
ly t•> 11<· rt'f,!artlt't.1 :is :.1 uuis.111<.'l'. 
00. Mo�1 �tuclrnts have very little inttT�t in ronnd tahln, 
[Kl lll'I mt·ct i111o:s, or ulht'r fomml cli..a1s:sions. 
91 . If a •Indent w;mts help. he m>11ally has to unswer a 
Jot of c-mh.1rrasi11J: q11estio11s. 
92. Pl-rsonality. pull. and bluff gd stndcnts through 
man)' l'Olll'SeS. 
93. In many l·our5t'S there are projects or assiJ:nments 
which c;1ll for ;u;,up work.. 
94. 
95. 
96. 
97. 
91il. 
99. 
The prnfcsson seem to � .. ·we little time for conversa-
tion with st11tlcms. · 
Tile farnltv am! :1<lmir.is:ratio11 ;IJ1' then joked about 
or criticrzcod in stuclt'nt convrr�tic-ns . 
E\'eryone 11c·r·· 1i�� pretty much the same attituJe.s, 
opinions. and Ix-liefs. 
Acti\·itirs in most st>iJ,.nt ol'{!a.ui,-..,tions. :&l'lt <:uefnlly 
and clearly plauncd. 
Ch.mnels for cxpressmi: students' cumplaiuts are 
reatlik :iccessiblc. 
St1 1dt";1ts almmt alw01ys w:.it to Ix- called on before 
spcal.ini: in clau. 
100. Personal rivalril'S are fair? y commao. 
1 1 3 
Legend: T - Tmc; Gmernll�· tme or dur:icteri�1ic of tlie coUeite, is somctbina wbida 
oa:urs or mi�bt occur, i.' the W".t) roople Ccnd to fod « act. 
F - False. Ct-ncr:illr fahe OT not char:t:tPristic of the ("(;llt;:te, i! torr.� 
which is n•Jt Jikdy to orcur, is nut the "·:oy peo,>k· t)-pically feel 
cir act. 
10! . Boy·i::irl ttl1tion.hips in this atmospht-re t<·nd to be 
p!"adic.11 :md uninvolved, r:uely becoming inre>1st>ly 
f'molional or romnntic. 
102. 'fh1·rl' is a lot of exdtmit'flt and restleaness ju5t 
�forf' Lolidays. 
1 03. Th"'re Mt" so many things to do here that students aJ'f' 
liusy all the time. 
104. Mn�t stm.IC'nls h1·r� would not like t<.1 dre.u up far 
a tanc:�· b.1!1 or a m:isqueradc. 
105. t.iost stod1-nU are morf' concemed with the pteSCnt 
than the future. 
106. Mar:> studc11t• drive sports CllJI 
1 07. fC'w sh1dmts a re  planning post·�adu.-ite work in 
the sorial scit."l'lct'S. 
1 08. 0.1rmitnr\· raick ,._·.it<'f f1i::hts .. nd other stud<-nt 
pranks w�ul<l I><: unthinkable here. 
1 09. Mos! 1otud1•nts here rnjoy )ud1 activities u dancing. 
sLa•ing, diving, gymnastics. 
J 1 0. Stucll'nt� oft<'n rnr. t'ffand� or dn other pcrsun:d 
servicu fr·r the fucultv. 
J 1 J Mam· s•urlrau have. SJ>CC;•I good hu:lc charm• and 
pr<1C'liCle'. 
1 J 2.. ( ::ir11p11s :irchih'Cture and lanili.<::1pio� mess sym­
metry and �er. 
1 1 3. Tlwr� i� Vt'rv li1:lc.> stndyin� here over the week-ends. 
1 J 4. Stwh:nts •tr� more interest rd in specializ.1tion than in l!C•wral liocral cd11cali<'11. 
1 I 5 Modt'Trl art .md music J%CI little attention M.re. 
1 1 6. 
1 1 7. 
l J H. 
Few . ..tudents r.rr plannin� car"tc'l"S in science. 
Thi� is mainly r mC':H and potatoes com1mmit)', with 
hl l le mtt•rt·st in �vtmnct� 01 1111�1hing urn1sual. 
Studl·nts spenll a Int .>! time t:1lki11tr about their boy 
or s:irl f,;ends. . 
1 19. Studt:nls h<·re arc encouraged to be indc.-pmdent 
a"ld inaivid•1:ilh1ic. 
120. A lnt of stnrlrnts like chtk�. puzzles, double-crostia, 
anti otltt-:- ahstract i;::1mes. 
1 2 1 .  For :. J'C'-r;orl uf time frt."Shmen have to take orders 
from nppcrclassmen. 
1 .2!?. Stuucnts who w<:rl.: h:nd for high i;radcs are likely 
lo hc.rq�;mletl i\S odd. 
1 23. ln most da�s� every �u.:lcnl c an·ec�'J>'-'Ct· t.o be c..Uc<l 
on :o recite. 
! !24. Th,. �·hOfll liclpa cvt>ryone i:� :u.-qu::ir.trd. 
1 25. M:mv student� 54.'C.'1•1 to �")X':t 0-.lhC1" p<'OJ>lc to ad.•j)t 
to tht'm rathc.·r tl1.1.n !r)i'lg to o.tltpt t11c11ur.lves to 
<ithcrs. 
1 26. ?-fauy s1 11dl'Tlh trnvt'l or k>olt for jl>bs in difreftllt 
p:trH of tht' ti)m•��· d•uin;t Ult' �nnmcr. 
J !:7. A•si;rnmer.ts a: c 1m:aii�· cl�r ao  spt'Cific. maJcina I: 
<cas-y fc11 5t�dc>i\U l•.> ri.-?"1 t!>l.'\r STUQt'S f"Jcct::...dy. 
128. Pror•le :m.1m1d h<·rt' �ccm tr. thrfre wi diflic.JJty -
ti1e toui:her thin::.s 1::.:t. the l;arJc-r ti� work. 
1!?9. In t:ill:ir�� ";th stu11,·ut.;, fac•:�}' :m.-mbet:a cltca 
reft·r to d·,.ir ::ollc:i;:;ue> by thd!" iirst naaacs. 
1 30. T:1r i:opart:int prtt[lle ;ot tlus �d.col exr.ect otbas 
f,) �hr:w pri;rx·r rt•spt.-'t.-t for thc-1:1.. 
1 3 1 .  Tht>r .. a.-e pla:1i•:.1U;· no �orient cir�alli�t;ClllS adiwe­
ly i11rnlo1('(I i•• < ampus or cvmn1unity aJlaits. 
132.. Most S1 11<l,·1 1ts JC',-pond to idea• and ew:nls ia a 
pn ..'lt)' rool ancl dt·t.1ched -·a� •. 
l::>:i. ;·1,en- J<"c!<!lS !o be a J,·4 o! inl�.Jt hue q. 1-lll 
d;r1s. \ 1ta•11m jlill�. :mti-bi�:ir.incs, de. 
1 34. There ;ire a J.!".id mo&roy colorful and cocttJoH1.W 
fij!Umi on the foaculty. 
13.'>. Ecl1K·.�tic11 hl'rc tt-nds to make Mudmts llllCKe p-. 
tic:il ;md realistic. 
136. �tm! . . nt.> :ue frcqccc·ntlr nn;int1.:d tu to1l:e � 
JOt':JMtr<'S :l$!ait1�! illnt'SS. 
137. A sh1<l1 nt wl1<> iu•i>ts 011 ::analyrin!t ai.d da.clif)iaiJ 
art :md rnu�i.: is lii<dy to l>e rt>j!.Udt..I as :.. Ii� o;3'l 
J 38. Stu1lrnts oftt·n star:· 111ojoll:ts "i:l.oot byi11g lo dtdile 
in 11<lva1� how tber will ri<."Ydop or- where tLe,, 
lflay end. 
1 39. Stt:di·nts ,.·Jio arr l•ot pmpnl!> :?roomed ans lilidJr. 
to h:!\·t' !l>i< oll<>d lo the-tr ;tlt� 
140. The mll.1!<' rC'g:m!s tr.1ioi11� pc-.,ple for � le 
tltc �'Olnmnn1t)· as one oi ils u ,.,r resrunsi\>ilitiec. 
14 ! .  A •.• rli rC'3�n>'<I r.-p011 c-.m ratt' nn A �ade bur ...,,,. 
thoui:•• its vir,..p•>inl is <1'� te> the pr-ofear'r. 
J 42. (', of,·,�>T"S 11si1ally taliC' :itiend.:&;xc in db&. 
1 4.'l. 'J:-w juk..-� and ft.'tftS get al'OUld the c.unpua la a 
J.urry . 
t H. )o';unih· �;il at1d 611andal st:t1h.t5 m::ay l1lllt be blird 
..liuut ·0111 evcry:'l•e kiio" s wI10's ,..1"" 
H5. Tiw �1u:k11t lll'"�p.;pr! r.u""I"' curit-s articles � 
t'<l l!l �!im11l.tll" d1Ku�•inn <>f plti!o><lphi� oc dNail 
lllil!IC-TS. 
l 4f!. C.cmt'SC olfe1 i11�s .And faculty in die natur..I lcicllt'CS 
arc ouht.uuimJ?. 
147. 
l 4!J. 
J.19 
} :;(). 
Th!·re h a  lc.t t.lf intl"fnt hen- in �. Jiil� ,._.. 
i••I?. sc,,!p:u•t., oirchitedure, rlc. 
J',•nnntl.t ,;J • • •rh, pi;1-11p pidl."n.$. de- .a..-e CID­
Oil I hi� .:-.1n1.,.1s 
Tlit·r't> is a .hii:h �rec ol � for �  
am! iutdk'<-1ual frr .. Jom. 
M.-\lm;i Makr' set·nu to be D"N'e impurt:..at dDa • ._ jt.>ct 1n3rtrr . . at lhis achuoL 
Pap .f 
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IAgmd1 T - Tnie. Ccner-.Ally true or cluaractt'ri�ic of the coll��. is snmctliing "11-hich· 
OCCW"S .,.. misht occur. is the w.ly :171.'0ple tc11d to fed ur act. 
F - Fal� C'..ent•rally false e>t not r·ha.r:10..'tt'ristic of the <.un1-i:e. is somrihinl{ 
"hich is not hkt-l,· to occur, is not the way people typic-.i.lly fed 
Cl' act. 
15l. .XO one i" expcctcd to �11ffer in sil1:n<.-c if some 'refl:U· 
btir>io h.'\ppcns to cn."3te a i>C:-SOt13i l1anlship. 
15!. F.urnin.1.t.011:; here rro,•i,lc 3 r:t•nuinl" :ne::i�ure uf a 
�'fit's 11chic-\'Cmt"nt and undcr�t:mJiug. 
153. Sh1dc-t1ts· mid-terrn ;and 6nal grn<l1.� ;u� n-portr.d to 
p.::tre1ts. 
154. �ud..'flts almost ntver � the profe11sors except in 
r'�. 
W. !'".'l,&-nts Ocr.:asion11lly plot some sort nf cicapade oc 
rehcllioo. 
use. � �tudents drt'SJ and act pretty m11d1 alike. 
157. F..ntlty :ulvi�t>rs nr �un�clor.i an- prt'ttr pmctkal 
� ellic:ient in the w.iy they <li!p.ltch their bu.<in�ss. 
15&. U a sttedl·1 1t fails a courst· i1t c;," 11s11:iU:; subs1iti:le 
8110thCT o:ie for it r.iiht'r th.in t.al.e it o«er. 
158. A le>! .JI studt.•uts here will do �1111-::thiog even wheri 
they kr�· tht:y will be critil ized fr,r it. 
USO. 11icre are nu favorites :at thh schnoi - ever)one It'll 
t?e.ttt:d alike. 
�81. !'!•!dt-:1•; ar� activeh· r.i.1rw-t-n�! aboot n•1tional :md 
iAlr1ution:il affo:rs. • 
182.. ,\I> ''1"1«'11 disploiy uf l'fnutiou woo:ld emh.'\rr-.us most 
183. 
lk 
UIS. 
l!IJ. 
151. 
161. 
189. 
170. 
171. 
17!. 
lT.\. 
174. 
prull.'li.1111'11. • 
S\\ldc'flts gt't w ab50rb..-d in \•arious :wtivitit'S that 
&!airy uftcn lo..c 0111 st>nse of tiine or permnul comfort. 
k is easy to obt.:iin stndrnt spl'aker:. for dubs (>f' 
81tttir.g.'" 
There is little sym1l;ithy here for �unbitiotL• da)'­
clrcams ahl1ut tht• future. 
Drff,kil1J: a11d latr p-.1.rtin are �cnt'rally tolerated. 
dnpiw l'C):•ilatious 
\\'lit-11 stmle11t� Jll.'t t11C!;t.•d1l·r they seldom tlll1c about 
tt'11<1s in ;1rt, mu�ic: Cir th<. tht.1.t<'r. 
'!Mre "'ems to 'X" ::t jinnb'k of papcl"5 and books iD 
aJSt fal·ulty olfit.-es. 
'iilC're are no nai1 ru:s in an)' uf the public rooms or 
lii:tlb. 
tliet-e is a �re.it de-.il of borrowing and sharing 
•.arm(: the studcr1ts. 
S<·ult' of th� proft':<�r:> reart to qut'Stimrs in clas� as 
i the .itudeuts �·ere crititizi11� t;1i.>m pcrsanally. 
The 01mpus arid bui!.lings .. !w.ays look a !ittle 
11ftiru 1pt. 
Ewf'n·cne= h.as a lf)t r,f fun at ;la:� i;cho.>I. 
li6. L:1bc:ntmy faciliM in the nahmil Kiences are 
eic.�·tlent. 
1 '17. Tht' librar/ 1-.-� paintinJ,"ts and phonogy-JPJ. �I 
which cir,•nkttt' wid"I>· mnonQ: the s."11dunh. 
1 78. There .ire sc..-cral J'O!mlar spots where a <TOWd oE 
OO)-S and :;irl� c.m alw;;>·s be found. 
JiCJ. :'\Smt of tlit' f .. c.·ultr :ire not intel"'t'Stcd m students• 
ptinon.1.I problems. 
180. Ver>· fow $halents here prefu to talk �bont poetry. 
phillJsophy. ur m:1tht'1natil-s a5 comp;.rcd with JDOtioa 
pictures, JY.>litics. or i1wcntions. 
181 .  Foicnlty mcmilt'rs :are frupatient with S:udenu who 
intc.-rrupt t�ir work. 
182. Strnlt'llts set hii:b 5tand;irds of achiewment for · 
tht'rnselves. 
1 83. Students quiclly learn what is Jone and not done 
on this campus. 
l !W. Fur.ult� mcmlx-rs rarely or never call students by 
:heir first names. 
1 8.5. When rtrnJt>11ts dislike a faculty member they SW&ke 
it evident to him. 
186. There are many foreign students on the camrus-
187. Jn must clusts, tl1t' present:itioo of material i.� weU 
pl:innt'<l aml illustr.att'd. 
1 88. 
1 89. 
1 90. 
E�·l'ryone lm<'w� the ·»nap· courses to take and the 
toui;:h Oltf'S to :ivoid. 
Professors seem to enjoy brealcinit down myths and 
ill1 15ion5 ;ihout fomr141s pt•oplc. 
A11rn11t' wh,, kunws tht' riJ.?ht pe<>ple in the faculty 
ur �t.lministration e-.1.n !tt't a better bttnk l>ere. 
1 9 1 .  Students arr encnurJqed to t.1kc an active part in 
M><:ial refonns or pnlitic;il rror::rams. 
192. Graduation is a pretty matter-of-fact. unemotionaJ 
193. 
194. 
195. 
1 96. 
1 9i. 
1 98. 
e\'t'nt. 
F�CtJltv members put a lot of t'tlergy and enthusiaaa 
into tli�ir tc-.idting. 
There is a lot of fanfare and paie:intly in many of 
the c.ulleite e1.'t'l'ltS. 
:-.:e:irlv all students �ct to achieve future &me OI 
wealth. 
AH undcrgradu.alts mmt live iu univcrsit)• approved 
hons.in". 
Humanities cour;es o.r� (lftc:n elected by .studPnts 
majorinp; in other llrea.•. 
Stud•·nU w�.o tenJ tn �y or ;it1 the first tbiug tJiat �·urs to them are bi.:•·lr to '1.ive :t hard .time here. 
There are ddinitt' limes eo&ch w�k when dining is 
made 11 gn&cious social evt.•ut. )br1� i.1u•lents \."BIO)" worlm11t with their liu11<is and 
� pretty eflil icnl a.liout m.,l.ing or rc-p.iiring things. 200. A J.!oo..-\ dt".al nf �thu�i.i�m .:;nd suppoct is aroused bv fond driv� for C..1m?US Cht'St, CARE. &.."Ci Cross. 
refugee aid. etc. 17'S. Special museums or collf.ctioos arc important pnsses-lirlM of the college. 
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Le�end: T - Troe. C'of"nrr.ill�· tnac or ch�ract<.'ri�ic of dir <'ullc,:t', is �g .,.Jalda 
()(.'Cun fl1" miJ:hl oeet1r, is tiie w.i�· proplt• ll-nd to r�1 or ac:.. 
F - False. �nl'flt
.
lly fal� or not cl1:1ractcristic of ti� coTiq:.e. Is $0n..-t.'Ura� 
wmd1 as no: lil.dy to occur. is ,kif the "°")' f'C'<7.;>ie typi0&!iy Ettl 
a.· act. 
201 .  Tiicre alwa)"s �m to be a lot of little quanrls 1toing 
on. 
!?02. M,,_,t student rooms are prf't!y rr>e5sy. 
.203. It's t>.is� tn J:C! a �ronp toi:l!ther for card J!amn, 
singir•c, g11ina to 11, .. movies, etc. 
204. The acad�·mic .1tmospl1ttf! 111 pnu.tico.&, empha�izini; 
,•fiidrrn·� .1l!' l 11&«:fu)flt:!'i$. 
205. T11t11rial or honors pmgrJ1ns :itt :w:iifable for q�­
fll'd 1m1cl{'nli. 
.206. A i.1 1 1dr11t whu �p.-nds most of his time- in a scicnor 
Jabor.i;ory 1� likt ly to lie 1TJl 1rrled a� ll litt!� odd. 
207. Thrrf' are p.linting or statuc5 of m•de-:; un th.! 
campus. 
!?OS. Stu lt·11ts fr("(111 .. ntly go awa� for foothall p:amt:s. ski. 
in� wrekend�. etc. 
209. Students rommonly share tht'ir problems. 
!? J (I. Most of the profM!IOrs :ire dc>dic-.atcd scholar> in their 
fields. 
!? 1 1 . Tllf' .w.·ho11I aJminhlraticm 11as little tokr:ince for 
i;tmlc:nt �·m11plai11u "nd prutrsu. 
.2 1 2. Stan1l.mJs M't hy the pr::ifci;sors are not particul:u-l)· 
hard to ac:hicve. 
2 1 3. Fn·qncnt tcsh au• �V<'n iu mo:.-t l'Ourtt-s. 
!? 1 4 .  St111lc·nt� spt·ncl a lot of time tui:dht"r at tM m:.C'k 
han. t:wcnis, 1111d in one .1uolhc:'1 rooms. 
2 1 5. St utl'.!11ts :.re ll<iln�tinics noisy and iunttt'ntive at cun­
C\'fll or l�-tures. 
2 16. Th<' histurv anJ traditio11s of the colki;?e are i.trong­
]y l'fllJlh:isized. 
21 i. Most )°t 11Jc·11ts follow a S)•lteinatic schedule for study­
ing and n ..'C'Tc:1tiu11. 
2 1 8. ::'\o one J?l'l5 pu�hcd a1 011nd a! tlus -=hooi without 
6ghting baclc. 
2 1 9. Fat"11ltv mem"bers :md admiui.>lrators M?t: studMJts 
only c.l;1rin1? scl1ed11lc•cl nllice hours or lly appointment. 
220. �hul111h e:1.l'rt ronsitlc:rahll' prt"S>nre o n  one .motbtt 
to h\'c up to tht: c>.JX't:kd codes of conduct. 
22 l. !'\atiou•1l t>lt:cliuus i:1•·1 1l'rat<• :t lot of intense cam­
p.iiJ!oing llllll str011g ft"t'lill{! on the campus. 
222. !.tndt-nts hl're c-.m be wiklly happy one minute and 
hopl'IC''l.Sl)" <lqnrss<.-d the JlC'xt. 
.213. Manv lrcturc.� arc dt.·li\·rrf'd !n a mcnotone with 
lit1 It . a: 'i•'<.·t:un or C'mpb.tsis. 
.2.24. Pnblir. Jrb.itcs :ITT' held lr<"qullfltly. 
!!.2.5. The fo<:"lt"' e11cour11i:e stud..-nts to think about tru:it­
ini: :ind 11�uS1w careers. 
�It. 5t11..k-nt5 r.il"C'fy �et drnnlc and �-
!?!?i. Course utt<"rin..:� :11•d focultv in the soc""11 Q.-.czs 
nre outsta11Jmf.!, 
· 
228. Spout;;nt'Ous s1uf:k,1t r:.illit:s :mcl dc:monstr..liuh. «'CW 
ft�ucntly. · 
!?.;."?. Proper sodal for•ns :ar.d -·nn.� llrf' imoort21". �-
230. M.in�· chnrt:h .,,,.J 5' "--i.11 or�11i'r.-,Uonr; ._-.-c .. .pxialy 
intcr:•stt·<l i?i chanli<!.� ""  conunu11itv senJQ.'!S. 
231 . TI..- f.it'l alt� h•rnl to hr. �"\1�pM.·ions �f stndaits" ..,. tiw'< :and oill'n make t� wor3'1 intCT(JRb�kas el 
even tri�;al inc.;.k'tlts. 
212.. Cbssruorn� :11e lrot clean a1ld tidy. 
.233. TI .. :re is:1·t mui:h tu do �  net'pt go to cl""'5 :md 
�"tnd:-. 
234. 111" l:o!:,'1!<' ,,IJ� m:anr .:ra:I� pnactic:J .couna .d 
.is trp111.:. rC'pOrt wnli11g, de. 
!?35. 1.hl•J:, serious i11!rlkct11al dismwons Aft' --­
:.m0t1J.: tla•.• �tud.�:iu. 
236. M;.my of th<• n:1:1m1i s-<..ien<...- pmf� :.o.e � 
cni:aJ:ed in r<'51'o.rdi. 
!ZJ7. In rarwn and reports. vivid 11.nd �I � 
are U$U;1lly l'riticiz.ed.. 
23.':i. Sollll" of t!K- mr-•t popular students hn-e • laac:k 
fllf" mal.ini: w.�ty, si;hdc rnnarlca with .a sfi� 
!'C'Xy tinj:l'. 
23Y . . Tiw pmfr�!ot>rs �o uo•I of thrir "A-a�· to beYp ,_ 
240. 11• d:ii..� di.'inrs.,i<.ns. P·•Pt'n. and exams, die ao1in 
t'mpil."'' ,. rm l n t'.1dth of understandillg_ penpeeo 
li•-e :1111 I rntir.il juJ;:mt"tlt. 
!?4 1. St11Jr11t� clc:n't nn!n<' '¥. itla the pofo� they jatt 
a<lmil !lwv ·uc \HOii� 
z.&2. Le.mmi.: '" hat is in thr trxt book is mut.P to ... 
mU1ot m11r:ws. 
243. Tiac pmfr"5&n s  rl'�t!.ui�· d1rck •11l on tl.c smc3ads 
to 1nah• l>ure that a:."signmeots :uc being c::arricd ..t 
propt'rly ;mJ on time. 
2·14.  StawL-nts fr...-1urntly st ud�· f.11" prepare £w a.n:-JN­
tions toi:etht"T. 
2-l.5. St11dt·111� p.1�· ht•lc :atk•1t1011 to mks and P.".'"�.da.-. 
2-Hi. Old i:mds :ir<' r.iways pk-3,;c-d to <liscm.u t1tat few 
thin!'ts ha\·� d1an�e<t. 
24i. It I S  h�rd to prep:U' .  for ('t.uuinatfo1111; b.T�ISI!' � 
dc'l•!.i ;c·itlll!•I kn•:w ,,hat " i!! he: <'!<pt•t"teG c! ! ...... 
;'.;-4S. 111e· .-.1111pns r"!il{iu•rs p�uo-:im t.:mls to «.-T'?� 
Cir. i:upor!;>ll<-"C nf ;tctiui: on p...-son:al �·� 
1ather th.in doe acr·cptar� ol tr.adlliuo. 
24Y. S1uJc.·1!t 1111i>lic..tiu1u; OC"\'t'r Lunp<".ll• di;.!1".Gi.--cl � ur inSlilulious. 
250. People here are always tryin� to .. 'isl :w � 
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�11cl: T - TNe. <A-: ot·r.·n� tmt" :•! d1ar:u.:t.-:i�tic of tl.r. '�1l !.'):c, ill 5(>111•:1hi'•lt wb;ch 
occurs or mii;l1t occ:uf, i.' the "'"� people tc.:nd t� fec..J c;r :Jct. 
P - Fabe. C<-11('rJlly fol� or not cl\Olraetl".ristic r,f th� c:>lit·i:c. is !t!mdhhlj! 
which is Mt lil..c:lr tu 1�'\1r, is llvt tl.t: way l)t.'(oplc t� ric;lly fwl 
CX' l)(t. 
!!.ii. � arc 3. numlM"t of pnom;rwnt forulty ml'mlll"rs 
,·bo pb)· a �'innif'ir:uit re.:�· in 11:1li•m .. I � l11.-.1l politics. 
2.� St� tend to hi<lc tl..:or Ul't'J"'T fl.�lin�s horn 
a<"lJ odwr. 
25.J. Clan disnassions a.re �pican)' vii;or-.•us and intense. 
!.'>4. � �ge tries to :woiil Utl\--enisin� •mo polilidt)" 
2SS. 11-- fwhm: ,:!OJlll for m1n1 ;t11dt"rt� •·1nph:1�izt! job 
a�-unt)'. f.m1ily l1.:1rpin�. :md i:ooJ cati:u.>i1ship. 
2ri4. •·ew C!ul.-t1ts b 11tlwr " ith ruhbcr.1. hatll, or other 
ipn.id �f't.'tic.n a�"1 the "''"''th�. 
m. "flw �.ary j' C'U,1>1it1n:tllv wd} e<}1tipr.-d with 
joon..-ik, pcrioc.lic.:.cls, and bool..s in th� sochi.l sciences. 
25S.. ThrT"t" :ll"f' fn.'QIK"flt infonuai som1I �athcrini.:s. 
259.. Sr .. idr un:l�r.as :m� more p11p11l:u here than ja.2 
liunck m  aonlty <;roups. 
260. Chaprl lln'Y ittt on � llC:lr tlte campus ue well 
all� 
261.· TI.e tdi.JOI Wu at, e11«ttent rq>ulalton for acaJMnic 
� 
28!. C.lW.fM' buildi� att 1-k:lrlr m .. rkeJ b)· �ig11s a11J � 
263. Sf..drnt.� are very xrions ana purposeful :lb.iut 
•-v-k. 
UL l:dncoatioll f1K lc-.adt"r:Jti11 is stru111dy <:rnpha�ized. 
265. StuJnot.t. \\ ho an:- 1um:1-n1f'i.I w1•h d.•l'l'lopin« thl.'1r 
-. �'TSOfl.11 1111d pnv:ite sri;t••m ot values are li1'"1y 
19 bit aq:trd d u odd. 
269. �'furv K� or math conr5e!i are oflt'n 
� h\• �udents rnarori111t iu uther ara::is. 
267. To PIM! �mlt-nts ht-re ;art i1 somelhinit to be studi� 
rat.brr tlun felt. , 
� This eoll�<"·s r<'tmtltwn IM rnnrffilgn is :i.s p:ood as 
ib n,.-:ition for "'iuc.i.tM>n. 
liJl1. St1�lr.h. .m� "f't".·tcd tn work out the <ktails of 
lbeir - program in tl>eir own way. 
270. �fost nl :he Jll"ni��xs 1 �  very thorouj!h tNchc� 
and ,.,.,,Uy probe.- into tlw fu,1..!amt.'ntals oE their "'�:ti-.. 
rn. 'T:'IC'f� ti �  lot of apPle-polishit1g arou11d here. 
27!!.. )ftJl1 "-otines a!"f' .i n::d iutctln111.1l dialk'fl�e. 
�.?. St>st?rc..:� i\.1ve iir.lh.• o� lhJ P"�1al privacy. 
!i4. Ttil" ST"t� .r.ill�· b!k r.dth I� stude11t5, not 
jr.tt tll tJ"1tn. 
275. SI� .u\; J'l""'lis'>ion befon: �viatin� from com· 
11»'.Jll �es or pr.irliou 
:?76. Mo.�l �-udcn•J lo k for \lariety and novelty in sum· mer johs. · 
'!.i1. It j5 eoasy lo t.1ke cll'Jr notes in moq cout'!ICI. 
278. fl i� w� 1Mfi.:ult to r.:et a r,roup ckdsion lwre 
without a lot ul uri:mucnt. 
!?79. A 001.!_lrovcrsi:il irrc•akfr alw:1ys stirs up • Jot of 
�tudt>nt discussion. 
::80. TI1c student le:tdt.•rs ht'n! have lots of �al privi­
IL'(tt:S. 
2S l. The ei.prt'ssioo of strong per�on:11 bdi,.f M convic­
tion is prdty r.irr around here. 
282. Vt>ry ft.'W tiii.,�s lwrc arouse nmd1 rxclfnnent or 
frelinft. 
283. The prof<'SSOl"S really push t1K' studrnts' cap.uidea 
to the li1nit. 
�. 5tll<J.:nt p:irtil'S .,.... rnlflrfol And livdy. 
285. Quite a few faculty 1nl!'r.1bcrs I.ave h.1d v:trit'd and 
llllllSUal CUl't-"Crl. 
2S6. R1H1�h i::111ws and t.·•mtuc't ;-ports .ire o111 impurtant 
p;art of intr;unur.il u1hl1-tic.�. 
287. In ma11v l'f>11rs�·s tlw hn;.11) �01-iJI .mtl '•i�l'ical i..:t­
ting of it11.- muteri.il is uol di�imc.-d. 
288. Students fr..'(111t·ntly <lo :!i111i,:s Oii the spur uf � 
mon1cnl. 
289. Stuclo ·nts think ahem! <lrcssi11)! appr:>pnatt"ly and in­
tercstini:.ly for dilfrrt>nl occasions - classes, social 
.. ,.t•nts. srorts, m1J otlK.'r alt.tir. 
2<JO. This sd1ool has a n:p11t:iti1111 for being Vtt)' friendly. 
;!!):2. 
293. 
294. 
295. 
;'?()fl. 
297. 
:?98. 
299. 
300. 
!.f.in�· faculty memlx:rs So'.'em moody and unpredict­
able. 
CL1�s med unly at tfieir regut.11ly sd1<.-d111cd time 
und rlace. 
Every ye:ir tll<'re arc c.imivals, p:tradcs, �nd other 
f<"stive C\'ents on the c.1mptis. 
Most sh1tle11ts an: imcre�tf'd in car�rs in bu�iness. 
<'lll�i11ecrinz. mana�t:111cnt, and other pr:ictic.il affairs. 
There is l'lll�itkrJhl" i11tnt:SI in the- analysis of \':tlue 
sv�tcms. und the rdativ>I�· of socictk·s aud ethics. Tht:re i� a lot of interest in the philosophy and 
methods of scien<.-e. 
Concerts and art exhibits always draw big (.'fc>Wds 
of studcmts. 
Nearly everyone hl're has a date for the weekends. 
CounS<.>linit :ind r,uidance services are really per· soruil, patient, and cxtt'llsive. 
Careful r�-asoniug and dt-ar lo¢c art" valued most 
hi�hly in gnu.ling student papen, repmn, M discus­
sions. 
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APPENDIX B 
TEST BOOKLEr 1 COLLEGE CHARACTERISTICS INDEX (CCI) 
George G .  Stern , c .  R. Pace 
120 
There are )00 statements in this booklet . They are statements 
about college life , They refer to the curriculum , to college teaching 
and classroom activities ,  to rules and regulations and polic ies , to 
student organizations and activities and interests , to features of the 
campu s ,  etc , 
You are to decide which statements are like your expectat ions 
and which are not like your eXPe ctat ions about the first semester ·this 
year at South Dakota State University , 
Your answers should t ell us what you expe ct South Dakota State 
Univers ity to be l ike . Your responses will simply mean that in your 
opinion the statement is probably true of what you expe ct during your 
f irst seme ster t hi s  year or false and it is not what you expect during 
your f irst seme ster this year . 
DIRECTIONS 
On the spe cial answer sheet inserted , print your name at the 
top left-hand corner, last name first . Continue across the 
page and fill in the appropriate circle ( male or f emale ) , 
Then , as you read each statement in the booklet , BLACKEN the 
space s 
T ( true ) when you think the statement is true of what you 
expe ct South Dakota State University to be l ike 
this semester 
F (false ) when you think the statement is false and it is not 
what you expect this semester 
Directions for u sing NCS answer sheet s 
The rows of response circles are numbered to correspond to the ite� 
in the Te st Booklet , Each question may be answered e ither ( T) of (E ) . 
In marking your answers on the Answer Sheet , make sure that the number 
of the Statement i s  the same as the number on t·he Answer Sheet . Be sure 
to answer (T)  or (F) for every S tatement , 
*Be sure to use the penc il provided , 
*Do not use Ball Po int or Ink, 
*Keep your answer sheet clean , 
*Do not make a:ny stray marks , 
*Erase errors completely , 
*Fill the circle completely . 
Legend a T (true) when you think the statement is true 
of what you expect South Dakota State 
University to be like this semester 
F (false) when you think the statement ls false 
and it is not what you expect this 
semester 
1 �  
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APPENDIX C 
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT 
SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY 
· BROOKINGS, SOUTH DAKOTA 57006 
COLLEGE OF ARTS A:SD SCIENCE 
September 1 3 1  1971 
Dear Student , 
You have been ·randomly sele cted along with. many other students 
to partic ipate in a study here at South Dakota State University. 
This study is being conducted by a graduate student with the 
cooperation and ass istance of the Counseling and Guidance Department , 
Student Services Office and your own dormitory administrative personnel , 
We need your cooperation in coming to the place designated below . 
Your part icipat ion of about an hour -will involve the completion of a 
questionnaire . 
TIME--SEPTEMBER 14, TUESDAY - 91 00 A , M , till 5 1 00 P . M .  ALL MORNING AND AFTERNOON 
6 s oo P . M. t ill 8 1 00 P . M. EVENING 
SEPTEMBER 1 5 ,  WEDNESDAY 
8 1 00 A ,M ,  till 5 1 00 P ,M ,  ALL MORNING A ND  AFTERNOON 
PLACE--SOLBERG HALL ,  ACROSS THE STREET FROM THE LIBRARY 
ROOM 202 , SECOND FLOOR 
You may come any time within the hours stated above . We start 
when you enter the room, 
We apprecia�e your attendance and assistance . 
Thank you , 
Zdzislaw Harry Piotrowski 
-
SOUTH DA�OTA STATE UNIVERSITY 
BROOKINGS, SOUTH DAKOTA 57006 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCE 
1 24 
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT 
February 28 , 1 972 
Dear Student , 
Last Fall , before the first semester began , you completed a 
questionnaire and a biographical form as a part of a study designed to 
find out what expectations you as a Freshman had about South Dakota State 
Univers ity , 
You and a limited number of other students are now being asked to 
partic ipate in the next phase of the study . This will require approximate­
ly an hour of your t ime , Your partic ipation is of vital importance to the 
success of- the project , since incomplete part icipation will serve to 
invalidate the results of the study, 
In order to partic ipate you are asked to attend one of the following 
t ime intervals as your schedule may permit , You may attend �ime between 
the following listed hours • 
1 .  Tuesday, February 29. Solberg Hall 201B 
2 . Wednesday , March 1 .  Solberg Hall 201B 
3 .  Thursday , March 2 .  Solberg Hall 201B 
4 .  Friday, March J .  Solberg Hall 201B 
8 1 30 A . M . t ill 1 1 1 30 A . M . 
1 1 30 P , M . till 4 1 30 P , M . 
8 1 30 A . M . till 1 1 1 30 A . H . · 
1 1 JO P . M . t ill 4 1 30 P , M .  
8 : )0 A . M .  till 1 1 1 30 A . M .  
1 1 30 P . M .  t ill 4 1 30 P . M . 
8 1 30 A . M . till 1 1 � 30 A . M .  
Please make 'a note as to which session you plan t o  attend . If you 
would be unable to attend any of these sess ions because of schedule con­
flicts or for other reasons , please notify us in the Guidance and &iucation 
Department ( Solberg Hall 204, phone number 688-651 9) , so that a more 
convenient t ime can be arranged ,  
Your cooperation is essential , and will be greatly apprec iated . 
Sincerely yours , 
Zdz is1aw Harry Piotrowski 
Graduate Student 
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APPENDIX D 
Number of the item 1 31 
Correct keyed T F  T F  
response 
Expectation response F F 
· - -
Perception Response F F -
Tally of changes 
Expectation response score 5 
Perception response score 7 
Changa or C-score 6 
61 91 
T F  T F  
T F -
T T . , 1 
Figure 4.  Example Of Computation Of C -Score 
121 · 1 51 181 
T F  T F  T F  
T T F 
F F T - -
2 ) 4 
211 241 
T F  T F  
F T 
T . F -
5 6 
271 
T F  
T 
T 
Scale Score 
5 
7 
6 
...... 
N 
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